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M136SAGE kOM THE CHAIRMAN

Welcome to the first edition of the new +FCCE Newsletter. We hope to publish the

Newsletter quarterly. The objectives of the Newslettet. (as well as the TFCCE) are to

help keep Chemical educators abreast of new relevant hardqpre and software developments;

to provide a forum,for discussion of issues of common interest, to provide help and direc-

tion to newcomers (and oldcomers) to the field, and anything else which might be perti-

nent. The continued existence of the Newsletter will be partially dependent upon contri-

butions from the readers.

There are several capabilines.which we would like to see developed. One of these

is to-create a databage of different users, their systems and applications. This. would

facilitate the interaction between users: For example,- I have an APPLE II system (used

for instrument interfaping and general programming) and I just obtained an S-100 bus sys-

tem. Both of my systeMs will be running UCSD-Pascal and I am interested in commurlicating

with others with similar systems. So please fill out the questionnaire in this newsletter

so that we can begin to-organize this database. Probably many.of us now have the capabil-

ity to use our small systems to talk to each other. I would Dike to explore the possibil-

ities of using "electronic mail" to facilitate sofAware and information exchange.

Another useful function of the Newsletter would be for haedware and 'software re-

, views. For example, I bought the ASM/65 assembler from Programma International, Inc. Af-

ter creating and assembling a program on my APPLE I couldn't find a descriOtion of how to

save-the assembled code. Reasoning that nobody would possibly sell an assembler that

couldn't save the assembled code I called Peogramma. They informed me that; yes, there

was a "problem" with that aSsemblerand they gave me a telephone number of the author (in,

Nevada). I called a couple ,of times.but couldn't reach him so I gave up and bought a new

assembler (S,C-II).

- On the other ha'nd: I just bought a wondeFful intelligent terminal program for my

APPLE (DATACAPTURE 4..0 by Southeastern Software, 6414.Derbyshire Dr., New Orleans, LA

70126). This program allows me to easily create text offline and send it or to receive ,

text from another computer. receiving a large text ile thceis a.memory overflow,

tHe program will send a stop control character to the other compu er, write the text out

to disk, then continue receiving text - all automatically! Anoth r very useful feature is

the ability to define special characters which the APPLE normally does not have. This has

always been a problem for me since I use the APPLE to communicate with PDP-11's which use

the rubout/delete key (not available on the APPLE) to delete characters. With this pre-

gram I defined cOntrol/R to be rubout/delete. I strongly.recommend this progra to any-

one who _uses their APPLE as an intelligeneterminal.
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COMPUTERRELATED ACTIVITIES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY.

EASTERN .MICHI:GAN UNIVERSITY

by John W. More

-Students end faculty ih EMU's chemistry 'department have access to a variety of

computi'ng facilities. We have the following hardware: several remote terminals, in-

cluding a daisy-wheel_ printer supported by graphics software for .,tifiesharinon a

DEC system-10; a 48-K Apple II Plus with disk, serial and parallel 1/0, a communica-

tions interface, and a TEKSIM chip to simulate a Tektronix araphics terminal; V40
S-I00 buses; Z80-based micrdcompdters operating under CP/M or UCSD Páscal with CRT

graphics, a digital platter, dot-matrix printer graphics, anh./D converter; and seven

Commodore)5ETs. The PETs were just obtajned this fall with'fimds from an NSE CAUSE

grant. 0
,

Several faculty members ana a number of students have been involved in computer

.reiated projects.during the past few years. flop Collins has worked Kith undergraduates

Steve Duff and den Johnson on PRBGEN, a Orogram that interacts with-computer-illiterate

faculty to obtain information that is then used by PRBGEN to write programs that print s

simple exam and homework problems. Nina Contis has written an extensiVe set of CAI les-

sons using CATALYST/P1L. These aresused for remediation in introductory courses. *Nina

is also developing a,course on computer-instrument interfacing that will employ our PETs.

and 5-100 system. A still maintain the Computer-Generated Repeatable Test System that

has been distributed to over 50 other universities, and em currently'working on miro

CGRT using an S-I00 sYstem. I
continue to be interested in computer graphics of ,the

sort used to illustrate the general chemistry text co-authored with Bill Davies and.

Ron Collins. (Bill is now at Hampdel7Sydney.) 1 have worked with undergraduate Patrick

Harrington to develop a graphics,package for the DTC 300/S Daisy-wheel terminal. 14ork-

ing with graduate student Robert Williams ana NSF-URPP undergraduate ,Kalle Gehring,

(from Brown University) extensive graphics software for the S-100 systems have been pro:-

duced.- One program has been interfaced to Ken Hick's stopped-flow apparatus. Ken's

student, Sharon Pittenger (also NSF-URPO, from EMU), is currently verifying the accuracy

of the stopped-flow system and developing an advanced undergraduate experiment based on

it. Working with undergraduates John Estell (University of Toledo), John Vidolich, and

Brian Carter, 1 am currently producing instructional programs for the PETs and Apple;
maintaining the department's extensiVe set of canned programs for the DEC-10, expanding
the data-analysis capability of the stopped-flOw system, and producing a chemical adven-
ture game that teaches descriptive chemistry.

' I



TASK FOPC:E ON COMPUTE'RS IN CHEMICAL EDUCATION .

The task,FOrciwas_established by the ACS Division of. Chemicat Education to
prOmote and publicize the use of computers in chemiCal education. Regional

and national workshops and programs are planned, orgamize'd, and fdtilitated

by the Task Force. This Newsietter is publlsh4a u6der their.auspices. The

present members of thMftrask Force, their-educational affiliation, anckareas
of.specialized interest.are:

William Bajcz,, Hueon V ley Lakeland High School], Midland, MI 48640.

R. DaniekBishop, School, of Ozarks, Point Lookout, MO 65726.

on.microcomputers.

Gary L. Breneman, Eastern Washington University, "Cheney, WA. 99004.

CAI on microcoMputers. --

William M.'Butler, University of Michigan, Ann'Arbor, Mt 118109,

CAI on microcomputers. ,-.

James D. Carr, University of Nebraska; Lincoln, NE 68588, .

On and off-line evaivatioii of kinetic data. c

Paul A. Cauchon, Canperbury Schodl, New Milford, QT 06776.
Teacher-training workshops, interactive exercises and simulations.

James Choate, West Sprin4field High School, West Springfleld, MA 01089.
-

R.W. Collins, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti,,MI 48197.
-Computer generated exams and problems._

-George:Culp, University of Texas,,Austill, TX 78712:
Desigh and development of-CBI.

f.

,

Raymond E. Dessy, V.R.I. anci State University, Blacipburg, VA,24060.
Microprocessors; interfacing, and laboratory apprications,

. . .
,

Clare T. Furse, Merder University, Macon, GA'31207, .

. 0
Microprocessors, interfacing and.laboratory applications.

John Gelder, Oklahoma State UniverSity, S.titlWater, OK 74078.
>"Computer(,simulation and\graphics.

GeoFge A. Gerhole, Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA 98225.
CAI; micrOcomputers and computer literacy. .

OienrSe. Griffin, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109'
.

Microcomputers in undergraduate instruction (emphasis on simulatison),

-process control.

,
- . .,,

Wiltiam 12:,Halpern, University of, West Florida, Pensacola FL 32504

PAScAL, BASIC for microcompUters.
,

,



H. Fred Henneike, Georgia'State University, Atlanta, GA 30303. ,

Microkocessor; interfacing and laboratory applications.

M. Lynn James, University of Northern Colorado, Grealey, CO-80631.-
-Computers in high school and general chemistry.

K. Affray Johnson, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15261.
CAI, computer assisted test Construction, comp4ter managed instruct-ion, simu-

\lation and data reduction.
"

Charles E. KlO)'fenstein, University of 0"regon, Eugene, PR 97403.
'

LaboratorY. adtomation.and graphics.

Alfred H. Lata, University of Kansas, Lawrence, -143 66045.
CAI.

Mark L. tyndrup; Mohtclair State CoUege, Upper Montclair, NJ 071143.
MicrOorocessocs, interfacing and laboratory applications.

1Y4niel Macero, Syracuse2 University, Syracuse, NY 13210.
) Microprocessors, intirfacing and graphics.

. .

. -
.

., ,

John ik -McLeOd, Morris Brown College, Atlanta, LA 30314i .

oo . CAllifor general chemrstry. '

John W. Moort, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Mi 48197.
CAI, graphics, simulation, S-100 hardware, UCSD Pascal, CP/M.

G.-Scott Owen; Atlanta University, Atlanta; GA 30314. ..

,Microprocesgors, interfacing, graphics And simulation,

) '

"
1

.

Gilbert P611now, Univesrity of,1,4scoindin-Oshkdsh, Oskosh,'WI 54901.
Numerical methcrds, graphics, interfacing with Tektronix 405,1 arid DEC MINC-11.

Kenneth L, Ratzlaff, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb2 It 60115. A,
.L.Interfacing. . ..

Thomas Ho Ridgway, University of Cincinnati, Cincinngti, OH 452/1.
Microprocessors,,interfacing and laborator/ applicatilon?:

, .

1.

William W. Schweikert, Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, MA-01342.
. DEC system management. 4

Oliver Seely, Jr., California.State College- Dominguez Hills, Carson: CA 90747.
Computer'assisted test construction.

Stdnaly G.'Smith, University .of Illinois, Urbana, It 61801.
CAI w.ith PLATO and microcomputers, and graphics;

Leonard Soltzberg, Simmons College, BoSton, MA 02115. 0

GraOhics.

Charles L. Wilkins; University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588.
Laboratory computers, pattern recognition, optimization methods, graph theory.

W.V. Willi)s, California State University,Fullerton, CA 92634. (-
Data reduction fromhexperiments, programming for analytical chemistry, computer

assisted test construction.



QUERIES AND WHO DONE Fr?

I.

Some membees ofitbe Task Force have suggested that sections.of the Newsletter

be used as.a means of exchanging information between readers. The QUERIES section'

would be used as a place for reachers to ask for help with hardware or software probl-

lems. For example, John Moore has an old IMSAI 8080 processor board plus some peri-

pherals and wants to know if it can be maide 'o work without the IMSAI front panel.

He.,would.like a copy of any documentation-la/Mich anyone has (he has none).

The WHO DONE IT? section would contaih information on hardware and software

which readers have developed or obtained Commercially and.they believe would be.of

general interest: Por example, Al Late reports that the 3-D Graphics System by Bill

Budge easily creates three dimensional shapes and Permits their manipulation. Al

has created a tetrahedrcm.and rotited it about/all three axes. 'This software is avail-

able from-Top of the Orchard Software and will run on the.APPLE.

Kenneth L. 'Ratzlaff (Department of.Chemigtry, Northern Illiriàis University,-

DeKalb, IL 60115) has agreed to handle hardware for both,sections of theNewsletter.

Henry Griff.in.(Department of Chemistry,Aniversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor,MT48105)

will handle Software. Material which ks returned with the enclosed questhbnnaire

wi.11 be forwarded to Ken or Henry. Alter:natively, material can be sent directlyto them.
4

.
Material for the WHO DONE JT? Section should include your name, address, and

phone number and a brief descriptiOn of the software or hardware as well as the names

of the co4uters with which it cSn conveniently be used. Wherecommercial software or

hardware is identifjed, please give name and address of the suppliee and the cost. For

softwara-indicate the programming. language and the fortmat finNtihich it can be supplied

(nine track tape, cassette, floppy disk, listing, etc.). -Be ilire to include any

th ou wish, to. assess. In the event that possible suppliers of "free" software,

s hematiEs and instructions do not wish to.bother, we will auange for its distributhon.

-small distribution fee would be asseped to cover costs and help to Subsidize4this

Newsletter.

In order to insure consideration for publication in a particular issue of the

Newsletter, items should be sent a month and a half'before the month of publication.

Publication is.slated for March, June, September, and DeFember. Decisions on when and

if icems are published will depend on the number of items received and the judgment oif

the' section'editors (Ken Ratzlaff and'Henry Griffin),

t.



SOURCES OF C.A.

Any teacher interested in introducing computer assisted Instruction as an
aid to students can ignore what everyone else has done and develop each of the programs
himself. However, this is a time consuming process. Estimates appear in the literature

which indibate that it takes from 50 to 150 hours to write %nd perfect,programs which
students might use for an hour, Many of us who plan to introduce massive doses of,.C.A.I:
into courses have preferred to determine what's available, obtain those programs which_'
appear to be of interest and write additional programs which fill in the gaps.

Information on C.A.I. programs is available in practically every issue,of the
Journal of Chemical Education. A "Selected Bibliography of Computer Programs in Chemi-
cal Educatioe for the period 1967-79 which refers to programs cited in the Journal of
_Chemical Education was prepared by Warren T. Zemke and is available from CONDUIT for
$2 (Box 388:Iowa City, IA 52244). More recent prggraMs are identified.in some of the

articles in the Computer Series edited by John W. Moore (e.g.. J., Chem. Educ., 58

A6 (1981)). References,to programs described in'this and other journals,can b7e7found

in Chemical Abstracts (generally in the subject index under compute, applications or
-computer programs). However, not.all programs are described in journals. .

There are.a number of bibliographies which can be of assistance in locating'

programs. One of thebest of these is the."Index' to Computer Based Learning", Anasta-
, sia C. Wang, Editor, Instructional Media Laboratory, University of Wiscoiisin-Milwaukee, *

, P. O. Box 413, Milwaukee, WI 53201. The 078 edition of this work contains 2997 cita-
tions to programs available in a variety of subject areas. Yhere are 283 citatiOns to

programs in chemistry. \Each cjtation refers to one OF number of programs and contains

a detailed desCription in terms of twent4four cheracteristics, All.citations are4n-
dexed by subject matter, programmirig tanguage, central processor, instructional strate-
gies, source and category of computer activity (CAI, CMI,.etc.). This reference work

is-available ih microfiche or.hird copy (three volumes).

Another less comprehensive bibliography which provides some additional refer-
'ences particularly.to proOrams deVeloped in England is entit1e0 "Computers in Chemistry
Teaching: A Bibliography and Index of CAL Packages" by N.J. Rushby, London University

'(England)., Impel=ial College Computer Centre, July, 1979. This bibliography of 33 pages

is available on microfiche from ERIC Document Reproduction Service.as ED 176-806, (ERIC

microfiche documents are available in many libraries.)'

, Some of these programs are available at little or no cost.from individuals
who pave written or gathered programs. One of the best organized efforts of this kind
for those who use BASIC is that by the Center for Information Processing, California
"State University-Fresno, Fresno, CA 93740 (Dr. Jack A. Chambe?s, Director). Tniy pub-.

lish "The ABCs of CAI". .(The fifth edition is, due to appear in April.) This publica-

tion may be obtained by writing Dr. Chambers. In addition to tonsiderable general in-
formation on CAI siteS, references and organizations, there is a detailed bescription
of over 100 programs which are availa8le and can be obtained by using a'form contained
-in the book. These programs are in a variety of subject areas. There'were about twenty-- '

three chemistry,programs in the fourth edition. All-programs are written in BANC PLUS

padlun on a DEC PDP 11/45.

K. Jeffrey Johnson (Department .of Chemistry, UniversitY of Pittsburgh, Pitts;

. burgh, PA 15260) has developed. _a large number of computer programs for use in instruc-

tion. These include
1

(1) 55 CAi tutorial-drill lessons-written in the CATALYST/PIL authoring lan-
guage (and not readily transferable unless yo( i are able to run CeALYST/PIL,

a language developed at Pitisbui--gh)%



(2) A Computer Apsisted Test Construction System (CATC) consisting of
450 FGRTRAN'subrou.t[nes covering 29 topics nosmally covered in generai

chemistry courses. A sampling of these questions can be found in a book

(K.J. Johnson and L.M. Epstein, "General Chemistry Examination Questions",
Fourth Edition, BurgeSs, Minneapolis, 1979).

4
, (3) 25 FORTRAN function evaluation, simulation and data reduction programs.

Some of these are cited in the book, K.J. 'Johnson, "Numerical Methods in Chem-
istry", M. Dekker, New York 11980. All these programs run on a DEC 1099 (two

PDP,10's in a dual processor configuration).

Jeff will provide any of this material for a $25 tape-handling fee.

At Clarkson we have about 112 BASIC CAI drill and practice programs which are

used by students taking general chemistry. Twenty-six of these programs were obtained
from Richard T. 0!Neill (Xavier Universityf Cincinnati, OH 45207) and were developed
with support from N.S.Fi and the Exxon Foundation (obtained by Harold Wel\nstock,

Department of Physics, Illinois Institute of Technology). The programs are intended

.for use as part of 22 learning moduies covering topics inigeneral chemistry. There are

student manuals and teacher's guides whiCh are part of the modules. These guides and

manuals can be purchased from Professor Weinstock. 'Also, many are recently availeble
on Microfiche from ERIC Document Reproduction Service (ED 182-119 o 182-130). These

programs have been described by Cynthia K. Jameson (J. Cha. Educ.; 54, 238 (1977)).

Fifty-four programs were obtained from Donald O. Peterson (Gallaudet College,

Washington,. p.c.). Twenty programs were purchased from Programs For Learning (see

below). Five,were written -at CJarkson and the remainder were obtained from various

other sources. All programs are in VS BASIC and run on an IBM 4341, Applroximatejy 88

.
programs may be obtained in-"standard" tape format (9 track, 1600 bpi, EBCDIG or ASCII,

no label, each block.contains 10 logical records of 80 characters (card image) with sin-

g e tape marks after each program and double tape marks at the end of the tape). The

1)1

ape will contain a catalog, describing each of the free and purchased prOgrams (pur-

hased programs are not supplied). A tape containing these programs may be obtained

for a $30 tape-handling fee (if interested write Donald Rosenthal, Department of ChemiS-

. try, Clarkson College, Potsdam, NY 13676).

. The National.Resource.for Computation in Chemistry (Lawrence Berkeley Labora-

tory, Bldg". 50D, UniversIty of California, Berke)ey, CA 94720) has issued a s'oftware

catalog (Vol. 1, February 1-980, LBL-10811), which lists mostly FORTRAN programs and sub-

routines with applicationsin graphics, chemical kineticS, macromolecular science, nu-
merical methods, physical organic chemistry, quantum chemistry, statistical mechanics,

,

.crystallography and various software tools. Most of these programs were written with
research applications, in mind, but many are of potential value in advanced courses.
These programs were written to run on a CDC 7600,but will run on,other large computers.

. Most of these programs are available at no charge. Those intere ted should contact the,

Program Librarian at the,above address.
..

1

There are a number of other sources from which programs can be purchased:
.- .

(1) Dr.,Daniel Bishop, Custom Comp., P. O. Box 125, Branson, MO 65616.

,CAI general chemistry softwace for TRS-80 and APPLE.

(2) Dr. William M. Butler, Chemistry Room 1094, Department of Chemistry,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109. 'Programs are available for PET,

APPLE II, and TRS-80 Level II at $40 for each cassette containing four programs.

Two cassettes presently ayailable.



(3) 'Paul A. Cauchon, Programs for Learning, Inc., P. O. Box 954, New Mil-
ford, CT 06776. Over 50 chemistry programs are available in packages of 9

to 12 programs for $100 per.package. BASIC programs can be supplied which

will load and run on a,variety of micro, mini, and Macrocomputers. Also

available is the text "Chemistry With a Computer" which contains 176 pages
and,28 program listings.

.(4) Dr. George Gerhold, MICROPI, 2445 Nugent Lummi Island, WA 98262.

Common PILOT CAI authoring language is available in assembler at $275 for
.CP/M, North Star DOS or TERAK, $295 for HELIOS II, $195 .for TRS-.80, or
$475 in PASCAL source code. A variety of courseware Is available written
in COMMON PILOT. /

(5) Dr. Oliver Seely, Jr., Department of Chemistry, California State Univer-
sity- Dominguez Hills, Carson, CA 90747, indicates the SOCRATES package which
provides test generation, item bank editing and building, scoring and item
statistics is available to institutions using a CDC Cyber 170 (NOS operating
system) by contacting the California State University-Dominguez Hills Founda-
tion at the above address.

-

(6) -CONDUIT (P. O. Box 388, Iowa City, IA 52244) distributes programs in
ANSI FORTRAN- and various levels of BASIC. Microcomputer versions of certain
packages are available for the PET, APPLE, and TRS-80. Programs are avail-

able in chemistry and a var,dly of other disciplines. Prices vary from about

$39-to $85 Per package.

(7) Minnesota Educational Computing-Consortium, 2520 Broadway Drive, Lauder-

dale, MN 55113 (612-376-1118). Several hundred instructional programs most of

, which are written in BASIC for Ihe CDC Cyber 73 or ROM Applesoft for the APPLE

II microcomputer. Programs are mostly applicable to primary and secondary ed-

ucation. A version of the PILOT CAI authoring language is available. The'

cost is about $15 per program, or $100 for the complete library of CDC Litbrary

programs. Diskettes for the APPLE II are $30.

(8) The Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange (Department of Chemistry, Room
204, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405) has collected.a number of coM-

putational programs primarily written in FORTRAN Tor reseech using large com-
puters. .Some of these programs can be useful in advanced chemistry courses.

Programs which will load and run on your.computer without requiring any transla-

tion Have much to recommend them. I have sp-ent considerable time translating programs

from one version of BASIC to'another. Other C.A.I. ulers have translated programs from
one.programming language to another, so they could conveniently be run on their systems.
It would be useful to develop "free" large libraries of programs available on different
micro, mini, and macrocomputers which would be available at a nominai tape or diskette
handling charge ($10 to $50). For example, if you Akeinterested in running the 88 pro-

grams we are using at 'Clarkson on a micro, mini, or macrocomputer, which does not run
VS BASIC, you would have to translate these to another version of BASIC. If another user

wanted to do the very same thing on a computer like yours, he could undertake the same
translation process. However, it would:make much more sense for him to obtain the pro-

grams from you so that they would, load and run. If a sufficient number of users of dif-

ferent computers and different language were willing to make their "free''-' 1 ibraries avail-e

able, this would greatly facilitate program transfer. This Newiletter could assist in

this process by publicizing software availability. Those having significant amounts of
software who are willing to make it available to others should indicate this on the ques-

tionnaire.

10
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.2Software QUERIES

The March,issue of the Newsletter contains a summary, "Sources

of C.A.I.", of programs available flor chemistry at Various levels.

Such programs are a useful start toward building an effective CAI

component in undergraduate courses, bat-a_little reflection will

aehow that if existing programs were sufficient, CAI would be rather

static and uninteresting. In fact, the continuin development of
0 programs (software) is the underwater portion o e icebug which

supports the Visible, spectacular,aFivances ar ware".
t.

Some curreqt aevelopmeRts jig hardware were reViewed in the
RESEARCH NEWS section of the 1 May 1981 iss e'of SCIENCE. The

article emphasizes the jump in computationalepower whjch can be ex-

pected for 32-bit microprocessors, but the brief comments on soft-

ware costs are very signilicant. 7he programs needed in 1975:to
imake an 8-bit uocessor function n a pieceof equipment might have

cost $20,000.todevelop. ghe comparable.cost for a 16-bit applica-

tion in 1980 was aboue$450,000,.4 Another decade jump in costs can

be expected for the 32-bit devices unless Sbme measures are taken

to simplify protgram developffient. We invite readers to use,this sec-

tion to address the broader software problems add not limit, their

communications to.questions of theo'short answer" type. :rov

. Perhaps the most important of.Ahe general problems we must ad;

dress is the transportability of programs. This theme underlines

some of this month's queries and will be discussed in a systematic

manner after we have gathered some4deecetotive informatioa on the

matter.
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SQ1 (june 1981)

Burroughs B6000/7000 -
-Sdurce of BCPL or Algol 68 compiler for Burroughs-advanaed

-

. systems

-Burroughs users who would like to exchange information and
sofiware useful in.chemical computing.

K.W. LOACH (Chemistry and Computer Science Dept., SUNY
Plattsburgh, NY 12901)

.1

SQ2 (June 1981)

(NOS.or RSTS/E operating system)
- Program for computerized class gradebook in BASIC, COBOL,'

FORTRAN, PASCALlor C Languages.

W.V. WILLIS (Chemistry Dept., California State Univ., Fullerton, CA

92634)

SQ3 (June 1981)

** ,

- Tutorials on interpz:etation and presentation of scientific data
for beginning students in physical science at the college level.

W.V. WILLIS (see. SQ2)

SQ4 (june 1981)

**

-Any CAI package 'dealing with environmental pollution.

W.V. WILLIS (see SQ2)

$0.

Send queries and responses'to Henry C. griffith, Department of
Chemistry, University of,Michigan, Ann Arbor MI 48109, (313) 764-1438.

You may wish to respond directly to those submitting queries, but
please send copies of 'responses to me for possible inclusion in future
issues of the Newsletter, 'Include your telephone number as. well as

'your Mailing address.,



Hardware QUERIES

:All hardware queries should he directed to Dr. Kenn6th L. .Ratz-
laff (Director, Instrumentation De'sign Laboratory, Malott Hall, Kan-
sas University,.Lawrence, KS 66045). Dr. Ratzlaff will answer some,
of t4 queries himself And refer,Others to readers of the Newslettqr.
The success.of this section of the Newsletter will deend.upon ob-
tainihg Quersies and Answers fry= the readers.% If you disagree with:
an answer which is given, send Or. Ratzlaff your reasons and these
will be published. 4,

HQ1 pline 81)

A. Barry Cox (Department of Chemistry, Jacksonville State Uni-
versity, Jacksonville, AL 6265) writes that his department is just
beginning to use microcomputers and.he MaS sothe experience with the
6800 CPU. Hit goal is to develop a course in computer interfacing
at the bus level and he asks for suggestions about what type of1 hard-
ware to ute.

A HQ1 (June 81) by Ken,Ratzlaff

This query addreses the problem of upward compatability of
microprocessor tools. Having learned about using dicroprocessors
at the bus lev61 with a Motorola 6800 CPU, it would be convenient
to stiCk with it for-higper-level appl±cationi..

Professor Cox correctly'points out that few, if any, chemists
use the 6800. The reason is only secondarily related to the.inher-
ent capgbilities,of the 6800. Rather, it results from the fact.that
only two lines of microprocessors have surviyed +in microcomputers
suitable for chemistry applications: the 6502 (in the APPLE and PET)
and the 8080/Z80 line (TRS-80, Altos, S-10.0). Chemistry applica-

,

tions need development software and thatisoftware has reached the
.highest level for the Z80, followed closely by that made available
for the Apple:and its 6502.

A

What sloes one then do with his experience with the 6800? There
are three possibilities:

a) Recognize that,the basic concepts'are-Common to all,and
choose a new machine on its own merits. (For a lab/teaching computer
which should be bus-orientr, an Apple or S-100 machine would be good).

b) Choose a .microprocessor as closely related,to the 6800 as
possible but which still has good toftware support; the 6502 (in an

, Apple) would be that choice. A

0

c). Saccifide a bit in the diversity of hardware and software op-
tions available for Apple, S-100, and LSI-11 computers, and pursue the
use of 6800-based microcomputers. Two vendors that specialize in this
area are TSC, Box 2570, West Lafayette,'Indiana 47906, and SWTPC,
219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216.

.13



WHO DONE IT?

This section Of the Newsletter contains information on),Iseful
hardware and software which readers have developed.or obtained com-
mercially. ,InformaeiOn on software should be sent to Dr. Henry Grif-
fin, Department of Chemistry, 'University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
48109. . Information on hardware should be sent to Dr. Kenneth Ratz-
laff, Direetor, Instrumentation Design Laboratory, Malott Hall, Kan-
sas University, Lawrence, X3'646045. If in doubt, send a copy of
your letter-to----bo-bh iieu.ry aird-Xen.

Be sure to include your name, address and phone, numpe, sibrief
description of the software or hardware, and the computer used.
Where commercial software or hardware is identified, please give the
name and address of the slipplier and the cost.. For software indicate
the programming language and the format in which it can be supplied
(nide track .tape, cassette, floppy disk, listing, etc.). Be sure to
include any' charges you' wish to assess.

WHO-1 (June 81) Professor Frank-A. Settle, Jr. (Department of Chemis-
try, VMI, Lexington, VA 24450) has sent informition on Project
SIINC (Scientific Instrumentation Information Network and Curri-
cula) an NSF funded project which provides computer-based dissem-
ination of education materials for users Of chemical instrumenta-
tion. A module on gas-liquid chromatography has been prepared
(Task Force Director, Professor Harold McNair, VPI & SU, Blacks-

'burg, VA). Modules on gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (Direc-
tor, Professor Frank Karasek, Waterloo University, Waterloo, On-
tario, CANADA); andatomic absorption (Director., Theodore-Rains,
Analytical Chemistry Division, National Bureau'of Standards/ Wash-
ington, D.C.) are in preparation. Additional modules on high per-
formance liquid chromatography, inductively coupled plasma emis-
sion.pectroscopy and priority pollutants are being planned. Per-
sons wishing to access the modules from their own termin.als and
who are willing to evaluate the moduled, may become project asso-
ciates. The only expende to the user is the telephone charges.
Project associates will be sent a cdpy of the users guide. If

you would like more information, write ProfessOr Settle who is
Project Director.

WHO-2 (June 81) RichIrd Wilhelmy (Department of Chemistry, Clarkson
College of,Technology, Potsdam, NY 13676) has found the ST-80D
program. (Lance Micklup, Inc., 6 South St:, Milford, NH 03055-
cost $80 and available through"many hobby computer outlets, e.g.
Hobbyworld Electronics, Inc., phone: 800-423-5387) works very
well .in converting a disk drive TRS-80 Level II with at leasta6K
of memory into a smart,terminal. The program permits the terminal
to talk to dtimesharing computer '(i/1 this instance an IBM 4341)

and dan be used for transferring files to or frowthe other cora-
1 puter. The software can be used to transfer data from one TRS-80,
to another. The software has reprogrammed some keys.to perform
different'functions. The user can create translation tables from
the keyboard to convert data from one system to another-whensome
incompafibilities exist (32K of memory is reguired):. The baud .

rate can be simply changed: The softare has several other fea-
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tures which may be useful. To run the program a modem, at least
one disk drive end ft Radio Shack RS-232-C board in,the expansion
interfade Th recfuired. According to the instrtictions supplied
the software has been suácessfully used in communicating-with d
SIGMA/6, DECSYSTEM 20,-HP20.00)and a CDC system: A related pro-

- gram ST8OUC can be used with the TRS-80 Level II 4K casette sys-
tem .(cost $25). 1

A
,Scott Owen mentioned in the March Newsletter-that DATACAPTURE

4.0.by Southeastern Software ds similar things for the APPLE.

Anyone who has idenU
in

fied similar software for other microcompu-.

ters, please drop a note to-Renry Griffin.
,

C.A.I. Vrogram Dietributiontnters

In the last issae of the Newsletter I. mentioned the desirability

of establishing.C.A.J. Program Distribution-centers which would main-
tain and distribute aibraries.of "free" C.A.I. programs, and a catalog

of such programs. Those wishing to obt0,11a piograms could write to the,

center and obtain the entire'library for.e modest,fee, This fee being

intended to defer some of the costS involved in maintaining' and dis-
tribating the programs-and catalog. The success of this venture de-
pends upon those having "free" programs being willing.to donate these

to the distribution center. The name and.author of the program, would

be identified in the source listing and the,catalog.

Professor Patricia C. Flath, Paul Smith's College, P.O. Box 45,

Pala Smiths, NY 12970 has offered to,maintain a repository of programs
written for the TRS-80 Model I in Level II BASIC. She presently has
twenty to thirty programs. We would hope this inumber would grow

through cOntributions. The librarli can be provided either on floppy

disk, ($30), cassette ($10 per cassette) or selected listings ($1 per

listing). Those submitting programs will receive,appropriate discounts.
Please send your programs as soon as possible. Write directly to
Dr. Flath if you desire additional information about the TRS-80 pro-

grams.

It would be desirable to establish sithilar distribution centers
for the APPLE, PET, and other other micro,, mini, and macrocomputers.
Please write me at Clarkson, if you.are willing to establish a distri-
bution center along lines like those described above. Indicate what

computer and other facilities you/would have.available.
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More About SoUrces of CAI

In the last issue of the Newsletter inf9rmation was provided
-about various sources Of CAI. In this iásue' I would like to update
'some-of the information provided and indicate additional sources of

C.A.Ilkas revealed in the questionnaires which weie returned.

Anastasia C. Wangshas no'ified me that the 198 edition of the
"Index to Computer Based Learning" has been publishe and is avail-
able on a set gf eight microfische cards (at $15 per set) or four
paperbound volumes (at $48 per set). The,new edition contains 1450
pages and information about 4868 computer based learning prograths,
from 418 different sources. Write Education<Communications Division,
University of-Wisconsin-Milwaukee, P. 0. Box 413, Milwaukee, WI
53201 for more informatibn.

NRCC islational Resource for Computation in Chemistky),which
will be disbanded by the end of September, is no longer distributing
software. Some of their programs have been released tO the Quantum
Chemistry Program Exchange (Dbpartment of Chemistry, ROoth 204, Indi-
ana University, Bloomington, IN .47405) and the National Energy Soft-
ware Cerlter (Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 Sbuth Cass Avenue,
Argonne, IL 60439). Thi's latter center has a catalog of over 780
programs in a variety of subject areas Some of these programs might
be Of value

.

-in advanced courses.-

Carolyn A. Werman (Department of Chelttstry, Merrimack College,
north Andover, MA 01845) has eight programs on concentration and
will furnish free-BASIC,(PDP11) listings.

Paul Edwards (Chemistry Department, Mercyhurst pllege, Ekie,
PA 16546) has collected a number of programs for the 1ple II Plts
which are available on DOS 3.3-16 sector diskettes.. Programs are
available,free except for the cost of the diskette. -

William L Switzer (Department of Chemistry, North Carolina
State UniVersity, Raleigh, NC,27656) has a number of titration cukve
progrims written in BASIC whiCh run on the Apple II PIus. He is
willing to make these available to others." 4

Lylei Wescótt (Department of Chemistry, qhristian Brothers
Cbllege, Memphis, TN 38104) has developed programs entitled fiomen-
clature-alkanes, donformations-cyclohexane, organic qual and Lowry/
Bronsted. All programs are available on cassette for the PET 3.0

AtM,16K. ($10 per program, $30- for all four.) The last two pro-
grams are available on diskette for the Apple II (48k, $10 per pro-
gram, $15 for both programs).

Ray L. Johnson (Hillsdale College, Hillsdale, MI 49242) has a
number of programs for pET with MTUK visible memory system. Pro-

grams are in analytical chemistry-data acquisition and simulations.
Listings are free if you.send a btamped self-addressed efivelope.

`+
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Richard W. Ramette (Carleton College, Northfield, MN 55057)

has a number of BASIC prograMs on equilibrium and analysis written
for the VAX 11/780.

Gerritt P. Bean (bepartment of Chemistry, Western Illinois Uni-
versity, Macomb., IL 61455) has programs which simulate NMR spectra

(up to 6 spins)4 perform Huckel MO talculations, and simulate conse-

cutive or competitive reactibns available on TRS-80-floppy disk and

compiled in FORTRAN.

James P. Birk (Depar.tment of
sity, Tempe, AZ 85281) has tWenty
Model I in Level II BASIC. These
any first year chemistry course.
.$5 plus $1 per program.

Chemistry-, Arizona State Univer-
programs written for the TRS-80k
Programs are suitable for.use.in
Available on cassette at a cost,of

G.L. Breneman (Department of Chemistry, Eastern Washington Uni-
versity, Chehey, WA 99004) has over.34 BASIC programs available-for

use in General.Chemistry, Quantitative Analysis and Organic Chemis-

try.. Some of,theSe havs been described in print J. Chem.' Educ.,

52, 295. (1175); 55, 224 J1978); 56, 776, 783 (1970)". Listings are.

available from a Univac 90/80-02 ($5 for each program listing).

Three acid-base simulations ere available on a TRS-80 cassette ($10-",

per program). Floppy disk source programs are available for Apple

II ($15 for the..first program, $10 each additional 'program).

Richard T. O'Neill has 65 programs written in PDP 11/45 BASIC

PLUS. Many of these are suitable for use in general chemistry, or-
ganic chemistry and other courses. Included.are most of the programs

described by Cynthia K. Jameson (J. Chem?. Educ., 54, 238 (1977)) and

additional programs written by Dr. O'Neill'or tbtained from other

sources.. The programs-:can be obtained for $30 on 600 foot 9-track

ASCII tape by writing Rev. Ronald J. fergusen, S.J.4 Direct6r of Aca-

demic Computing, Xavier Yniversity, Cincinnati, OH 45207. The charge

covers-the cost of the tape, mailing and processing.

Any readers having programs which they aAkwilling to make avail-

able to others should send the following infotmation to me: type %

and number of programs, courses in which they could be used, program-
ming language, system on which they currently run, f6rm in which they

are aVailable (9 tracX tape, cassette, floppy disk, etc.) and cost,

if any. SOme information prol.fided in the questionnaires was too'

scanty to warrant presenting. Some of the information provided abOve

is not sufficiently informative; because insufficient information was

provided to the editor. Any future announcements must be more de-

tailed.



Teaching Instrumental Analysis with the Aid of the "MINC" Computer

by Dr. W. V. Willis*

4

The instrumental analysis course at C:S.U.F. is a modular.course
designed fof chemistry majors in their senior year, graduate students,

and practicing industrial chemists. Four one unit modules a'e ofteredj.

in the spring semester each year and one or two in the' fall, depending'

on demand. 'Students may take from one to foui units per semester. En-

rollees have completed general chemistry, organip chemistry, quantita-

,
tive chemistry lecture, and one semester of physical chemistry ai pre-

requisites.

Significant improvements result ftom this approach. Different.

faculty with partiCularspecializations can become more involved

since individual responsibility is_typically one or two modules. New

topics can be introduced.as needed. The Computers and Interfacing
module grew out,of the recognition of the impbrtance df including this ,

topic in the chemistry curricula as well as particulai. faculty interest

and minicomputer availability. A separate module on.electronics and

instrument design is being_considered.

The modules.currently+ offered ate shown in Table I. The course

does not attempt to integrateall ot these methods, except ,to the extent

to which trace analysis is emphasized with prddesigned experiiments.

Students are'encouraged to define their own prolects which might relate

to a research*problem or an on-the-job analytical problem. F r example,

student projects in polymer characterization have helped broa en the

scope of the laboratory and increased awareness of-the facult to this

important area.

The Comptters and Interfaci,ng module is offered as the first

'module. Students learn how to acquire and process sigrials. This in-

cludes carrying out simple signal processing procedures and data file

manipulation. This allows them to carry out more sophisticated experi-

ments later on.

The MINC Computer.is a DEC pDP-ll lab-oriented dual floppy disk
system currently configured with a signa.l preamplifier and A/D conver-

ter. Output is via a CRT, Model 43 teletype, or high resolution gra-
phics plotter. The programming language is BASIC PLUS, with sgMe added
specialized commands for simplified data adpoluisition and display. In-

terfacing is qiiickly and conveniently done by using the recorder output
of a spectrophotometer, for example', or the plotter output of a gamma

ray spectrophotometer. (More sophisticated interfacing with computer
controlled variation in experimental parameters is planned for an ad-

vanced module.) Students typically write software for real time prdrces,,

-ing and CRT display of data from chromatographic., UV/VIS spectrophoto-

metric, and potentiometric experiments, Whereas Niirtual data_files are

used to store data from.infrared, mass spectrometric, and activation

analysis experiments. Algorithms for peak,loeation and integration,'
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4ectral smoothing, and evaluation of statistics are frequently em-
ployed. g program Iibraiy is maintained for demonstration and instruc-
tion, and as a resource for other students. We h4ve found this format
to be 'particularly useful in our department1 and well received by our
'students and pareicipating industrial chemists.

TABLE I

Desciiption of,the Modules

4

A Computers and Interfacing - (DEg PDP-11 MINC system) BASIC
,language (introdugtory computer science programming cburse
recomayended prerequisite) analog/digital interfacing (UV/
vidiblè, IR, GC, MS, electrochemistry and radiochemistry
ipplicationd).1

. t
Opiical Spectroscopy - Ultraviolet/visible,.infrared,

. atomic absorption, flame emission, fluorescence.
. .

. 11
.

C Nublear magn'êtic resonance and electron spin resonandg:-,
---,

. ..

r-
D Separations -1Bigh performance.liquid chromatography, gas

chrbmatography, mass spectroscopy, GC/MS. .,
. ..

. .

g, Electrochemistry - Potentiometry,polarogtaphy (dp, pulse,
differentinal-pulse, ac), chronoOtentiometry, chronoampero-
metry, coulomeiry, cyclic voltamme.try..,

F Radiochemistry - Synihetis of labeldd compounds, isotope
dilution techniques, radiotracer methods.

*Chemistry Department, Califdrnia State University, Fullerton, CA 92634



Computers at CanterbizryA Case Study

, by,Paul Cauchon*
f

r.

Canterbury School is a small independent.college preparatory
school located in rural Cannecticut, with 300 students, 200 of,
whom are boarding, and a faculty of 32, 'Clasies are small, fflyera-
ging 12 to 16 students: The curriculum emp-thasizes English, mathe-
matics, modern language, science and history, and the athletic pro-
gram is typical of'tbis type of school with all students involved,
in some sport each season. What.is not so typical about Canterbury
is the role of "the computer in this ttaditional Prep school atmos-
phere. lr f

Computers first appeared in the curriculum in 1963 as a six.
week module in a physical science course. Students were intro-

_ duced to various levels of languages, culminating with FORTRAN,
using blackboard simulations and Yale's IBM (2090/7094:system. A
time-sharing terminal was installed as soonras such a service be-
came available (1965), But by 1972 prices'on mini's had'dropped tb
where-ownership became economically preferaple. It Was at fhis "
point that the role of the computer radically changed. Until 1972
the computek terminal Derved only a fraction of the stddents through
a one=seffiester course in programming.. With'the arrival of the PDP8
on campus, time.constraints'were lifted which resulted in both re-
creational computilig and CAI becoming.a reality.- 'micro's began/to
appear on campus.in 1978 and at the moment,haidware consists of(the
driginál *PDBalwith'a single teletype and magnetic tape, 2 PET's, a
TRS80; and:2 Apple's, 411 With cassette and dual floppy disk drive.

To ensure maximum student usage of the facilities, the computer
-room is located in the heart of the academic center and operated on
a completely Opeh-door basis, All,systems are available on a walk-in

f Schedule from 7:30 a.m. to late,each evening, seven days'a week.
/ Self-teaching guides to all maChines are freely availableto encour-

age hands-on experimentation.

, Although the computers are maintained primarily fgr instructional
,puriooses, games play a significant rale in orienting students to the
mackhines, and help them combat "terminal terror". Game tapes and
disks are available afternoons and on weekends, frequently attracting
sizeable crowd of.novices who have never touched a terminal.beore.

leis an easy step from using games to running a CAI prograt.,

Students are more formally involved with the machines in the two
'computer,caurses which are taken by about 25% of the population. One
is a fairly rigorous.introduction to problem solving,and the ether is
simply labeled "Computer Literacy". Both stress hands-on contact.

Heaviest Use f the,terminals comes through the science depart-
ment,,_chemistky in particular, where drill and practice exercises'
plus SiMulations suppletent or replace a sizeable portion of conven-
tional textbook assignments. .0n the average, at least one drill and
practice program per week is assigned to chemistry classes, starting
with metric units and chemical symbols in September through organic
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nomenclature and solubility produdt problems in May. Simulations
include.a titration, qualitative analysis and an ammonia synthesis.

, Such assignments aie always made a week or so in advance to provide
ample opportunity for students to run the programs as many,times as
needed to master the skill or explore the experiment. Most programs
can bp run on all.of the machines, since they are a if in BASIC and
many'student have developed a profIciency in movin software ,from
one machine to another a skill acquired by copying games out of'

books and Magazines.

Student reactiOa to computer-based assignments has been over-
whelMingly positive; they run thesdrill and practice programs at
least three times, on the average, i.e. until they get a good score
and feel,confident about the material. Thus, they do at least three
times as many problems as they would with the conventional textboqk
assignment. Competition to See who can get the Most correct in suc-
cession springs up with the open-ended drills such as with chemical
formulas or electron configurations Learning goes On in a dynamfc,
non-threatening environment. What more could one ask for?

(

It is a rare student who passes through Canterbury without en-
countering a computer in some useful context. Computers at this

, school are clearly recognized as important,and:effective tools fbr
accomplishing the business at hand, which is learniqg, ang this is

- how it should be. '

N.\. . .. r

*P. 0. Eox 95X 4,
New Milford, CT 06776

SEPTEMBER NEWSLETTER

I expect/to distribute the September Newsletter so that it
will reach you before the ACS meeting in New York on August 23rd.

. Any items'to be-included in theqiewsletter.should be received by
July 16. QUERIES and WHO DONE IT? items should be sent directly

ta Henry,Gri irn or Ken-Ratzlaff, Information on Workshops, Meet-
ings,: Confe noes, and Courses as'well ,as sources of C.A.I. ShoUld

. _be sent to e. Th
I would appreciate receiVing suggestions regarding the News-

letter.. If you wish to remain or be giaced on the mailing list
and you have not already returned the renewal questionnaire, please
return the appended pink questionnaire by July 16th.

Donald Rosenthal, Editor
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Letter from the Editor
.

_In.-the-last several issues\of the Newsletter considerable empha-
sis has been placed on computer assisted instruction, graphics, hlard-

ware, interfacing and laboratory automation. These are areas of Con-
siderable faculty interest. If students are exposed to the results of
such endeavors in the classroom, laboratory and terminal room, the-

student obtains appreciation of the many uses of computers. However,
I believe one of the most useful things which students can learn about
computers is how to program them. Not very much has been said about
this in previous issues of the Newsletter. I intend to devote this
column to this topic by describing my own experience add some of the
problems and decisions.which need to be made regarding the use of the

comPuter and computer.programs by students.

"Comput_er.Programming for Chemists" was introduced as a required
course for all freshman chemistry majors about ten years ago at Clark-
son. By introducing programming in the very first semester, students
could use their programming abilities in.other Courses, and by the
time they are seniors they can develop considerable programming ability.

Many students do become very proficient progr'ammers. Many other stu-
dents seem to have lost most of the profiCiency they had by the time

they are seniors. This latter result is not unexpected for the small
number of students who simply develop'a dislike for computers ana com-
puting, and a:void both like the plague. However, the faculty must
share some of the responsibility for the lack of development of compu-
ting proficiency, the computer makes it possible to easily perform
calculations which would,otherwise be.prohibitively time consuming.
This is one reason the computer is such a valuable tool to a practi-

cingchemist. In the classroom rd the laboratory students should be
able to easily perform calculations which would not be feasible. with-

out the computer. We 'expected that instructors woUld make use of this
new capability. Mostly, they did not. Most chemistry,textbooks do V

not require or even recommend the use of the compUter. It is almost
as if the computer did not exist.
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It can be argued that such piroBlems could not be worked by many
students, since they do not have ready access to a computer. At Clark-
son, and I suspect af many other schools, student,access to computing
facilities is not a problem. It may also be argued that in most courses
students have.enough to do without becoming bogged down in writing long,

time-consuming programs. This is a valid argument. However, I am not
advocating assigning complicated programs. The programs could)be quite
simple and for a reasonably proficient progr er might talw less time
than what is presently required to solve cpn1arable problems.

One of my former colleagues taught a laboratory course for which
he had developed computer programs for almost every experiment. Stu-
dents were expected to use each program and to turn in the listing and
'output with each final report. I believ4 that in many instances stu-
dents were using the computer without really understanding what they
were doing. In my cipinion, it is worthwhile-and desirable to use cer-
tain canned programs, ,particularly those involv.ing certain numerical
andstatistical meth&Is. I believelthat every chemistry department
should make such programs available to their students. The programs
I believe should be available are:' 4

(1) A program wdhich calculates the average, standard deviation,
random error (using the t-test) and is capable of rejecting an
outlier. ,

(2) A program which performs lineaa"least squares calculations
and calculates the slope and intercept (wherd y mx + b) and
the,,:standard deviation Of these parameters as well as the stan-

dard deviation from regression.
(3) A similar prOgram,to (2) for polynomial regression.
(4) A program which can find the desired root(s) of any equa-
tion (f(x) = 0).

will solve simultaneous equations.
can perform numerical integration.
can perform numerical differentiation:

Microcortnp'uters can easily be programmed to provide each of these
programs. Mogt large computers have programs like these in their sci-
entific subroutine packages. .' Listings of such programs are available
in many standard reference works, and from many program.libraries.

While I have written with particular reference to Clarkson under-
_

graduates, I know that similar conclusions are valid for students from
many other colleges and universities.

(5) A program'which
(6) A program which
(7) A program which

Those of you who teach required junior or senior level courses
should ask your students to write a relatively simply program. Try

and ascertain how much difficulty the students had in performing this'

task. The results may be sUrprising.

At Clarkson we are addressing this problem by requiring the stu-
dents to write programs in sophomore, junior and some elective chemis-

try courses.

rf you disagree or agree with what I've written and have something
to add, please write. I vould be pleased to publish your comments on
this or any other matter.
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Elements of Good CAI
by Dan Bishop*

_-
At a recent Workshop, I had the opportunity to present a list

of suggested guidelines to be used in evaluating educational soft-

ware. Most of the participants at the workshop were interested in
purchasing hardware and software to be used in the eleffientary school

classroom. It occurred to me that the same set of criteria which
/I proposed to thm would be applicable to educational software at
any level. Furthermore, the list can also serve as a-useful set of

rules for the instructor who is actually writing programs for class-

room use. To be sure, .it is ,a rare program which exhibits all of

the qualities set forth here. But by using specific critiera to
judge or compare programs, authors and,users alike should be able to
raise the quality of the software available to the educator. It is

with that goal,in mind that I share the following with you.

1. The computer itself should be "invisible" to the student.

Unless we are actually teaching computer science, the logistics Of

setting,up and using the computer should be of little concern to

the student. Certain basic instructions are inevitple, but the com-
puter system should be set up and the programs written in such a way
that the student can operate the program-with very little knowledge
of the computer itself.

2. The program should make ample use of prompts so that the
student always knows whgt action is expected of him. ,A common
prompt such as-"PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE'& should be used with aban-

dom. A:tmenu" digplaying the options available to the student at
specific points in the program is very important. A sample menu
which I have found to be generally.very useful follows: .

PRESS THE KEY CORRESPONDING TO YOUR CHOICE:
(0) End the Program
(1) View a Worked Example
(2) Work a New Problem
(3Y See the Solution to the Last Problem

3. The program should-make aMple use of the RANDOM funotion .

to provide variety in BOTH the problems presented AND in the respon-

ses given following the student's answer. A program that .always re-
sponds with "THAT IS CORRECT" or. with "THAT IS WRONG" becomes dull
more quickly than one,in which a dozen responses appear for each case
Furthermore, the responses can be quite varied and humorous. Stu-

dents seem to be willing to take more guff from the computer that
most of us as instructors would dare to give out!

/' 4. As indicated by the menu above, all tutorial programs '

should include a subroutine that'shows exactly HOW the particular
problem presented should have been worked. The actual numbers used
in that problem should be used'in the solution subroutine. Further-

more, the same subroutine can then be used with the "worked example"
option.



The,program should be written to take- advantage oLthe
full capabilities of thy specific computer on which the program is

being run. Since each W.crocomputer,ori the marlset today uses totally

unique approaches to graphics.; this means that the better programs
are those that'a.re written to be run on a speci,fic microcomputer.
Programs that are written in such general terms that they are easily
translated for use on many different-computers tend to lpse much of
the excitement and interest w4i.ch are generated with afipropriJate use

of graphics. It has bioen myA4servation that some of the major soft-

ware suppliers have overlooked this important point.

6. Most important-of'all, 'the program should have a clearly
defined educational objective, and that objective.should be clearly .

met by the material presented in the program. The use of the compu-
ter should neither obscure nor distract fram the.atteinment of these.

objectives.

The microcomputer is, after all, _merely a modern tool to help
us achive our goal of facilitating the' learning process for our stu-

dents. If it can provide the variety necessary to,increase our stu-
dentst attention to the subject material, and perhaps provide some
entertainment along the way so that they will become less easily
distracted from their studies, then. We will have made a wise choice

in our software.

/*
*Custom-Comp
Microcomputer Systems/Software Service
P. 0. Box 429
Buena Vista, CO 81211

.roP°' .00

POrges American Legion

"Well . back to the old drawing board!"

Cquright 1956, the American Legion ilaga
zikil reprinted by permission.



The Use of Computers by Chemistry Students
at the University of Texas at Austin

11w

by George H. Cidp*

The use of computeu in instruction at 'the Universityinof
Texas at Austin was piongbred in the late sixties by Dr. J:T. Lagow-

. ski, Department of Chemistry-. Since that time general instructional
computing use has grown to encompass the majority of all xcademic
departments and involves more than 30,000 student account§ campus-

,

, - wide.

Within the-Chemistry Department instructional computing use
continued'inAnuch the same philosophical vein as when we started
some 15 years ago: as a supplement or adjunct to traiditional methods
.of teaching. Compukers (including dual Cyber 170/750's, a DEC-20,

a NOVA 4 and 32 TRS-$0 microcomputers) ate used primarily for pro-
blem solving, drill and simulation. Tutorial dialog and testing ap-
plications are in use to a lesser degree. ,

One of the primary uses of instructional computing ,within the

department is associated with the introductory laboratory course.

The enrollment in this course varies between 900 and 1200 students
each semester. The course is typical of introductory laboratory

courses consisting of about 15 experiments performed in weekly 4-

hour laboratory sessions. However, befoi.e interacting in the real
laboratory environffient, students are required to use a PRELAB program

r each experiment. These programs, written in BASIC and available

on oth the NOVA ind TRS-80 computers, examine the students' ability
on the experimental background, concepts, strategy, calculations,
etc. for the week's assignment. When completed successfully, stu-
dents are permitted to enter the,laboratory to perform the experi-

ment. After completion) students return to the computer terminals

to interact with REPORT programs which analyze the resUats of their
data collection and score their performance accokdingly. Instructors

have on-line ccess to student records associated with both PRELAB

and REPORT use.

Additional use on the Cyber and the DEC systems occurs regu-
larly each academic Tear. In the period September 1, 1979 to Aug-

ust 31, 1980, fourteen classes involving more than 2300 student
accounts ran over 8000 jobs on these systems. For the most part,

these jobs were problem-solving or data Analysis applications tieing
Fortran programs written by the students. The average cost per ter-
minal-connect hour was $2.25. To date departmental use this year'
has shown an increase of apprOximately 10% in stddent accounts and
jobs.

Ob. .

Readers may contact either Dr. J.J. Lagowski, at the Debart-

ment of Chemistry or Dr."George H. Culp,for furtherdnformation.

. *Assistant Director
'

for Instructional Computing
Computation Center
University of Texas
Austin, TX 78712
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AUGUST 23-28:,ACS-National Meeting, New York, NY. ".

The symposium on "Interpreting Complex Chedical Data: Teaching Chemometrics"

(Monday morning and afternoon) some of the.other sydposia Sponsored by the ,

Division of Computers in Chemistry and the breakthrough lecture 6Chemistry

and the Microcomputer Revolution" by Raymond Dessy (Monday-afternoaa) may

- be of special interest. An informal TFCCE gathering will be held at the f

CHED Hospitality Center located in the Sheraton City Squire Hotel (on 7th

Ayenue beikeen 51st and 52nd Streets) on Tuesday or Wednesday afternoon.
'Check for exact date and time at the CHED Hospitality Center ot outside the

Sheraton Centre, Royal BalliOom A On Monday. Anyone may drop'by to discuss

the work of the Task Force on Computers in Chemical Education, the Newsletter

or anything else.

MARCH 28-4PRIL 2, 1982:- ACS National Meeting, Las Vegas, NV)., ,

rilk
The ymposium on "Teaching Chemistry with Simulations and. Games" welcomes

co butions from anyone who uses such techniques and has found them to be,

eff ctive. Demonstrations are encouraged. If you are Interested in particl-

pating, contact Dr. John W. Moore, Department of Chemistry,-University,of

Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706 (608-263-2424). Deadline for receipt of abst'racts

is November 1, 1981. if

JULY 11-16, 1982: .6th International Conference in Medical Research'and Education,

Washington, DC area. Topics to be included are chemical synthesis, structure
,

elucidation, structure/activity relationships, theoretical chemistry, chemical
4 graph representations, pattern recognition, factor/cluster analysis computers

in the labs,.camputers in the classroom, chemical graph searching, and U.S.'

Goveinment activities in the field of computers in chemistry. Attendance will

be restricted to 150 participants. For further details contact Dr. Stephen R.

Heller, Chairman, 6th ICCCRE; EPA,MIDSD,PM-218; 401 M Street, S.W.; Washington;

DC 20460- (202-755-4938). ,....

a

AUGUST 8-12,.1982: 7th Biennial Chemical Education Conference, Oklahoma State '.

University, Stillwater, OK. For further details write to Dr. Dwaine Eubanks,

c/o Department af Chemistry at the above address..

4

, Some Points tip Ponder

AR.

.QuotatiOns cited.fiom an article entitled "PL/1 in Good Styre'
which appeared in the May 1981 issue of-the "SIGDOC Newsletter"
(ACM):

"If you have a choiceetween'being -clear and,being
clever, be Clear!. If fOr,some'obscure reason you
,absolutely must be clever, be sure to clearly comment
Jour,cleverness.",

"THINK!! The coffiputeris an idiot machine; don't be,
an idiot programmet.
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Hardware QUERIES
4;1

HQ2 (September '81)

Professor David C. Hampton of Wartburg College called to find out if there Were

others with experience.in converting analog information to digital and entering it

into an Apple.

A HQ2 (September '81)'by Ken Ratzlrf

We will begin-by presenting seieral approaches to thisproblem, mentioning
advantages and drawbacks. For the next issue, reader input would be helpful in

order to assess the various'possibilities. Chemistry,is.an experimental and in-

creasingly instrumentation-oriented discipline. The effect of small computers on

instrumental measurements has already been revolutionary, and a similar effect on
the teaching of experimental chemistry will come when direct information input
fl'om:instruments and/or sensors is,iommonly understood and implemented.

There are four general approaches to this problem: (1) tapping the instP0-:

ment's,own digital panel meter, if present, to acquire the data through a parallel
interface port; (2).purchasing a'digital voltmeter with a parallel digital output

feature and attaching it to a parallel interface port; (3) constructing an inter-

face on a blank circuit board; (4) obtaining a board with "an analog-to-digital con-

verter.

Thelirst two'are roughly equivalent. Panel meters and digital voltmeters

are quite similar, converting at 2-30 Hz. The digital output May either be'fully

parallel or multiplexed. The fully parallel output presents 4 pins for each'digit
plus a pin for the 111" digit, a pin for the sign, and another for over-range indica-

tion; this requires 19 bits for a 4i digit'(+/;19959).meter. Since djgital input

ports typically accept only a byte, (8 bits), a mOtiplexer circuit controlled by

the computer's output port is necessary; this cirCuit requirei'only 3 or 4 IC's.

We halo used this route in.interfacing several Cary 118's to varibus computers. If

the output is multiplexed, the BCD representations of all the digits are presented

sequentially On the same 4 pins with additionaJ pins indicating or controlling the

dtit beim represented. We have used this type of interface when working with a

Cary 219. Many instruments and voltmeteri have an (expensive) option for an IEEE-488

'standard output; the protocol for this oUtput is quite complex since it allows many

.tomputers and instruments to communicate oyer the same data path's Howeyer, this

Power comes at a price: the Computer port is also complex both to bUild and to sup-

.port with a software driver. The PET dOes come with an IEEE-488 port, and SSM Micro-
computer Products produces the.A488 board for Apple which_contains.both the hardware

and the.drivers in firMwareg\ support it. ,G

'The advantages of usin9'voltmeters or panel meters.are that well-engineered
and versatile units (often with auto-ratiging) are readilyavailable, and the inter-

face to a parallel port is relatively straight-forward. The-disadvantages arethat

the conversion rate might be too slow, and the conversion from BCD to binary, may be

tedious in software (it ca9 be done in hardware with'several 74185 JC's, but this

usually .violates the "Don't do in hardware what can be done in software" axiom of

computer 'interfacing). ,
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The third method requires two key ingredients: a little skill at wire-wrap-

ping or access to someone with 30 minutes to demonstratgs the procedure, and compo-

nents including a blank Apple prototyping board, some common IC's,4and an ADC.

Some details were discussed in J. Chem. Ed., 58, 470 (198)) (although unforgive-

ably) the author reversed the terms INPUT and OUTPUT in Figure 4). New ADC's are

now available which can make this interface very simple; if readers are interested,

this column can consider specifit circuits in future.

Finally, a commercially-available ADC board can be used: Unfortunately, there

is insufficient commercial interest in this area. When considering those boards

that are available, several-spets should be considered. First, what is the conver-

sibyl rate? Most commercial units for Apple are slow, converting at only 2-30 Hz;

however, this rate is yery often sufficient, and the conversion methods involve inte-

gration of the signal so that they are relatively immUne to electrical noise. Fur-

thermore, all of the programming can be accomplished without machine language 'sub-

routines, even in BASIC. Faster ADC's, 1-30 KHz, will usually require a machine lan-

guage driver, and the fastest ADC's, > 30 KHz, will usually require complex Direct

Memory Access circuitry.

Second, what is the resolution? Many ADC's have only 8 bit (1/256) resolution

which is generally insufficient; 10-12 bit units are coMmon, and 14 or 16-bit Units

are available at very high cost. Third, what is the output code? For no good rea-

son, some manufacturers use BCD converters which require t4me-consuming routines

for conversion to binary. Fourth, what clocks or timers are available to establish

a time-base? Finally, are multiplexers or programmable amplifiers available? The

former allow software-controllable selection of a single analog input from a variety

of inputs, and the latter provides ssoftware-controllable selection of the voltage

gain. Some form of voltage gain is often necessary since ADC's typically require in-

puts in the 0-1 volt or o-la volt ranges whereas instruments typically provide 10-

100 mv full scale.

With that information as background, in the next issue we would like to follow

up with a list of vendors for Apple ADC boards, their Specs, and where possible, the

, experiences of readers with all types of analog inputs.' A,current list of vendors'

follows:

-1. California Computer S,Ystems, 250 Caribbean, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 408-734-5811.

31 digit BCD; 400 ms.

2. MountainComputer, 300 El Pueblo, Sdotts Valley, CA 95066 408-438-6650.

16 channel multiplexed, 8 bit, 125 KHz.

3. Interactive Microwave, P. O. Box.771, State College, PA 16801 814-238-8294.

12 bit, variable range, 20 Hz, with DAC's and clock.

4. TecMar, Inc., 23600 Mercantile Road, Cleveland, OH 44122 216-464-7410.

16 channel, 12-1Z bit, 30-125 KHz.

5. Interactive Structures, 112-Bala-Ave., Box 404, BalaCynwyd, PA 19004 215-667-1713.i

16-channel, 12 bit, programmable gain, 50 KHz. doP

Please send your'queries, rebuttals, and information to Ken Ratzlaff, Instrumen-

tation Des.* Lab, Chemistry Department, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS-66045.

913-864-3754.
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New Methods of Kinetic nata.Evaluation Using Laboratory Computers
'by James D. Carr*

In 1979,'two research groups in the University of Nebraska's.Chemistry
Department, installed Horizon Northstar microcomputers in the laboratory for
the collection and evaluation of stopped-flow spectrophotometric data. After

some exiierience with traditional computational methods greatly speeded by the
use of the computer, it became cear that much more elaborate Computations
could be done, essentially in real time, to solve more complex chemical
problems. Two examples.of tilts will be cited here.

Professor Sheldon Schupter and his students ard studying many aspects
of the chemistry of ATP. A specific reaction under investigation is the
enzymatic hydrolysis of ATP as shown in eq. 1.

mfl2+

ATP + H
2
0 ADP + H

2
PO4 + nH+ (1)

This reaction is monitored hy Coupling the prOton release to 'a colorimetric
indicator, specifically phenol red. As protons are released, the red color of
the basic form of phenol-red is rendered colorless and the absorbance change is
monitored. Difficulty arises because of the different pKa.values of ATP, ADP,
and H3PO4 and the pH dependent binding of Mg2+ to these species. All these factors

cause the value of n'in eq.1 to vary as a function of pH. Also, pH changes the

course during the reaction. The relationship between absorbance and concentration
of ATP is therefore not at all simple. Eq. 2 shows the relationship of concentra-
tion of hydrogen ion released to concentration of ATP hydrolyzed at constant

magnesium concentration.

EI 2
2TH+12+

KlATPK2ATP
K
lATP lATP gHATP

(-al-Fd-i+ -.i = 1 +
a[ T ],:pmill-

1-1,02+1 rel H+
2+

1 + vl" J + vic J re12 .

"MgATP "lATP lATP gHATP 4. K1ATPK2ATP

41.

J.1111
[IfEjrlig

2+], 2fer
K
lADP KlADPI(MgHAUP

K1ADPK2ADP

1 + V4g2+] + + e .m 2+ + 1m412

"MgAD lADP lADP gHADP K1ADPK2ADP

2P

1 + v

NgP 2P

(2)

This equation when combined with Beer's Law and the known colorimetric .and acidic
properties of phenol red can be used to obtain a plot of, moles of ATP hydrolyzed
vs. time. The reaction mechanism can be deduced from this plot. 'This mork is
'described in detail in ref. 1:
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LITERATURE ON COMPUTER-RELATED TOPICS

I. Abstracts

Locating articles, books, theses, reports,.computer programs
and information on meetings requires- a search of different liter-
ature sources from those chemists frequently use.

A. "Chemical Abstracts" does reference some sOurces of useful
information. Much of interest can be found'in the General Subject
Index under Computer Applications or Computer Programs. The key-
word Education frequently helps to locate articles in chemical
education under these more general headings.

B. "Computing Reviews" is a reView journal published by the
ACM (Association for Computing Machinery). All articles, books
and other publications are classified into one of a number of cate-
gories. Some of the categories which are likely to be of inter-
est are: (1.3) Introductory and Survey Articleq,' (1.5) Education,
(3.1) Applications Natural Sciences (3.13,is Chemistry and 3.32
is Computer Assisted Instruction), (4) Software, (5) MatHematics
of Computation, (6) Hardware, (8.1) Simulation and Modeling, and

(8.2) Graphics.

The ''ACM Guide to Computing Literature" is published annually
and serves as an index to "Computing Reviews" but also includes
some literature not cited and reviewed.

C. "Resources in Education" (RIE) and "Current Index to Jour-
nals in Education" (CIJE) are published by The Educational Re-
sources Information Center (ERIC). RIE contains abstracted cita-

. tions to non-journal literature. CIJE contains annotated refer-
ences to journal articles. Much material of interest can be loca-
ted in the subject indices under Computer Asiisted Initruction,
Computer Managed Instruction or other computer designations. Over
800 libraries and resource centers subscribe torthe ERIC micro-
fische collection which includes most documents cited in RIE.

.Microfiche and paper copy of RIE documeAts can,be ordered from
the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. One to five fiche (up to
480 pages) costs 910. One to 25 p ges of.paper copy costs $2,00.

To illustrate the kind of litera re abstracted.let me describe
three documehts cited in the May 5, 198i number of RIE.. The first
(ED 196 431) is entitled "School Microware: A Directory of Educa-
tional Software" which was published by Robert Haven, Dresden Asso-
ciates, Dresden, ME. This 52 page.document published in September,
1980 lists over 500 programs/packages which run on the APPLE,:PET.
or TRS-80 and are available.from commercial sources.. Each program/
package is described and the grade level for'which the package is

suitable is indicated. Twenty-five chemdstry programs were
identified. The commercial sources and their addresses were given.

ED 196 709 is an NSF grant report entitled "Technical Problems in
Itplementing University - Level CAI in Mathematics and Science" by
Arvin Levine, .Led Blaine and Patrick Suives of the Institute for
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Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences, Stanford University.
This report.describes VOCAL (Voice Oriented Curriculum Author Lan-
guage) which is in the development stages. This study represents an
attempt to develop and evaluate the use of computer synthesized
speech in CAI. ED 16 417 entitled "Simulating CBE on Piper: A
Small Step Backwards" by Lisa P. Brenner - Rush University and
the University of Illinois College of Medicine. This NIH grant
report.compares the relative learning effectiveness of lessons
taught byPLATO CA/ versus lessons taught from paper copies of
material derived from the PLATO lessons. The report,concludes
that students appeared to learn as effectively froM the paper ver-

sions as from the on-line lessons.

The.student manuals and teacher's guiaes (which contain pro-
gram listings) of the modules described by Cynthia K. Jameson
(J. Chem. Educ., 54, 238 '(l977)) are referenced in RIE and avail-.
able on microfiche from ERIC.(ED 182-119 to ED 182-130).'

D. "Computer and Information Systems Abstracts Journal" is an
international publication of the world literature which abstracts
periodicals, government reports, conference proceedings, books,,

dissertations and patents. Abstracts are classified under the main

headings computer software, ,computer applications, computer mathe-

matics and computer electronics. CheMistry, computer assisted in-
struction, computer graphics and education are some of*the subjeCt
index categories of interest. CAI, CATC and CML are some of.the
items to be found.in the Acronym and Nomenclature Index:

E. "Computer and control Abstracts" covers topics like (1,1) .

and (2.2)education and training, (11) mathematical techniques,
(40) numerical analysis, (50) computer hardware, (60) computer soft-,

ware, (70) computer applications.

Subject index topics of possible interest include chemical analy-.

sis, chemistry computing, computer aided instruction, computer
graphics, computer interfaces, computerized instrumentation, compu-

terized spectroscopy and education.
r

F. "Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports" (STAR) repre-

sents a major ,p'omponeet of the NASA information system covering
aeronautics, gpace and supporting disciplines. 'bstracts of reports,

translations,, patents, dissertaions and these are included.. , NASA
ircited documents are available on microf,iche n many libraries: Many

of.the other documents are ivailable in hard copy or microfiche
from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS)._ In the' .

annual subjedt index docuffients of iriterest can be found under compu-

ter assisted instruction, computer graphics, and Computer programs.
'Three citations in 1979 Subject Index found tinder cOmpUter assisted

instruction are: (1) N79-25775- "Computers and theilearning.Society"-
700,pages - summarizing the results of hearings tlefOre a'subcommittee

.of the 95th Congress which described the utilization and impact of

computer technOlogy on various modes of learning. (2) N79-20782-

"The Educational Effectiveness of Graphic Display for Computer Assis-
ted Instruction," -: a retort of the-Army Research Institute for the

Behavioral and Social Sciences Which reviewed the literature on
,
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Literature on Computer-Related Topics Cont.
instrUctional graphics .and concluded that assumptions about the
,inherent value of.graphics for instructional purposes are unsub-
stantiated 6y empirical evi ence., .(3) N79-24676 and 24677- "LHC7
PILOT User Guide and,System Guider-- 78 and 43 pages, respectively.
Describes a verabion of the CAI authoring language PILOT *hich has
been implemented'on'a Data General Minicomputer. (4) N79-33600-
"Aspects of Effective Authoring Systems and Assistance;'Recommen-
dations for Research and Development" - 36 pages - a contract"

1- report by Karl L. Zinn (University of Michigan) and Alfred Bork
(University.of.California, IrNiine) = dealS with the authoring pro-

,
cess and related problems in CAI.

Part'II of this report will appear in the next issue of.the ,

Newsletter and will consider journals, newsletters and other, pri-
mary literature sources.

DECEMBER NEWSLETTER

Any items to be included in th ecember Newsletter should be
received by November 1st. QUERIES and'WHO DONE.IT? items should be
sent directly to Henry Griffin (software - Department of Chemistry,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109) or to Kenneth Ratzlaff"

(hardware - Instrumentation Design Laboratory, Chemistry Ddpartment,
University., of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045). Information on workshops,
-meetings, conferenpes, and courses should'be sent to me.

. I would appreciate receiving any suggestions regarding the News-

letter.

Donald Rosenthal, Editor

NEVMUETTERAMINK;Lik

The mailing list has been updated. for this issue of the Newsletter.

If you aid not on the mailing, lfgt and would.like to be, please,write

me indicating that you.have seen the September 1981 issue and would
like to be placed on the mailing list for the December issue.

Donald Rosenthal, Editbr
Computers in Chemical Education

Newsletter
Department of Chemistry
Clarkson College of Technology
.Potsdam, NY 13676'
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THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN CHEMICAL EDUCATION
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

by William M. Butler and Henry C. Griffin*

-Students begin to use computers in their chemistry courses during the

first year -- principally in the labor'atory course for general chemistry.

The basic philosophy and implementation ofthis application of Commodore PET/

OBM microcomputers is described elsewhere (see J. Chem. Educ., 56, 543 (1979)).

The same type of microcomputer is used in quantitative analysis-Tfor curve

fitting and statistical analysis with programs written by the teaching staff)

and instrumental analYsis (control of and data acquisition from a gas chromato-

graph). A transition toward programming, as opposed to running someone else's

programs, is made in physical chemistry laboratory. A similar transition for

hardware (using machine language instructions and devising input and output)

is made in a junior-level course in the principles of chemical instrumentation.

In addition to these uses of microcomputers, about half of our chemistry

majors take a course in programming concepts from the Department of Computer

and Communication Science. For this-course students use the University's

central computer through the Michigan terminal system (MTS). ,Also, MTS is

used to analyze data (such aq to extract molecular parameters from HC1-DC1

spectra) in the physical cOemistry laboratory course. Finally, 20-30% of the

cbemistry majors use computers (micro, mini, or maxi) in senior research-work.

The genera] chemistry computers are used by about 2500 students per year.

The software for the laboratory course emphasizes simulation and graphics:

7 a titration with an aniMated buret,

- characterization of a first order reaction,

- measuremerit'of thermochemical properties,

- identifftation of an organic unknown from physicochemical properties,

- ranking of redox reagents, and

- interpretation of transitions in one-electron atoms.

Over the past several years the number Qf PETs in the freshman chemistry

facility (the "PET SHOP") has increased to its present level of 38. This

includes 23 of the older (small keyboard), 8 KByte PETs. The 15 newer PETs

have been expanded to at least 16 KB (16 KB of RAM costs $19 plus labpr for

solder installatton) to allow for larger programs. The mixture of machines .

causes some problems in selecting programs. Currently thsolder machines are

loaded by cassette and remain loaded with a particular program for many days.

The newer machines can be loaded one at a time from floppy disk, and more

frequent prbgram changes are reasonable. We have in hand, but have not yet

implemented, 'a network which would connect 'all of the newer PETs to a 1 MB dual

floppy disk system and allow loading of any of our chemistry programs by menu

selection. Currently we are class testing a set of extended drill-and-practice .

programs designed to help students having difficulty with basic chemical concepts

and processes. Effective use'of these pragrams will requtre rapid changes in

programs and extended facility hours (currently about 35 hours per week).



The equipment in the PE-ISHOP represents an investment of about $22,000.

We have not analyzed the costof software, but it is probably at least as much.

We have looked for and found some programs written elsewhere (such as from Jim

Beatty at Ripon College) which fit into our curriculum. Note particularly that

students do not write programs for general chemistry; they have been written by

staff members.- Many studeots, including freshmen, can write BASIC programs and

could refine their skills with our computers. At present this use is forbidden

because of the difficulty in reloading the instructional programs. Most of our

programs disable the "stop" interrupt so that they cannot be erased by the.

students.

AlthoFgh we have several programs which would be appropriate for intro- 111?)

ductory otbanic chemistry (including those 'written by Professor Lyle Wescott

during his leave from Christian Brothers College), we do not have enough com-

puters to serve the 800-900 students in those courses. However, students in

an upper level organic qual course have found such programs very useful. /

The upper level courses are sufficiently small that the main barrier to

using computers is effort needed to write the software. Where the.intent is

to teach programming, the barrier is for the student. Writing programs takes

a lot of time, and'less than half of the 80 students who take physical chemistry,

laboratory during a year select the computer experiment from a set of choices.

(Essentially all students in the course use programs provided on MIS for data

analysis.) The computer facility used by the physical chemistry students is

available to all upper level undergraduates and graduate students in the depart...

ment. The facility consists of seven 16K-32K PET computers, a printer, two

Apple IIs, a digital plotter, modems, a Nova 2 and high-resolution plasma display, .

and disk storage. It is used primarily by undergraduates in work related to other

courses, including undergraduate research.

Most of the seniOrs who receive credit for a research project (25-30 per

year) use instruments which include dedicated minicomputers. Although the

prqcesses carried out in these research instruments aremuch more sophisti-

pated than the simulations used in regUlar courses, there is little emphasis on

the computers as programmable devices..

The central computer will always be the major machine for computing in our

department. However, few undergraduate activities require the power of a large

mainframe and microcortputers will become progressively more significant in the

curriculum.

*Department of Chemistry, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 48109



MICROCOMPUTER GRAPHICS
by John W. Moon*

For the past year and a half my students and I have been developing a high-quality microcomputer graphics system

at Eastern Michigan University. This system is based on the S-100 bus and iehludes the following hardware: MAI main-

frame and power supply, Cromemco ZFU processor and TU -ART I/0 boards, 64K Seattle Products RAM, Teaser A/D Converter,

Caeibridge Development, Laboratories high resolution black-and-white graphics with video monitor, IDS 440G "Paper Tiger"

dot-matrix printer, and Haiuston Instruments DO -2 digital plotter. Graphics software has been written in UCSD Pascal end

Z80 assembly language under the UCSD p-System. Our graphics package has been used to good advantage in the process of

interfacing a stopped-glow kinetics apparatus to the microcomputer, and we are currently working on an interactive graphiCs

program that allows the user to enter and edit scientific text and scientific graphics by 'means of a keyboard and lighl pant

At present the graphics package can accomplish the following functions: .draw and erase (drew in black) vectors on the

video monitor; draw vectors On the plotter; plot characters (alphabetic and numeric) ( the monitor or plotter: plot points

corresponding to each data pair in an array on moniton or plotter; scale a data array; draw and label axes; determine the pan

position; determine or change the position of the origin of the screen or plotter coordinates; draw regular polygons on moni-

tor or plotter; clear (to white or black) or scroll the monitor screen; read the screen coordinates of a'light Pen; and dump

the contents of the monitor screen to the ruls 640G dot -satrix printer. The last-mentioned device produces hard copy graphics

more quickly than the plotter, but the resolution is less than half as good. The graphics routines for our microcomputer

have been petterned on those in the Calcoep-based systee used on the DEC-10 computer at Eastern Michigan University.

Software for the package consists of two main files and data file that contains information necessary to generate the

sequence of vectors to plot each character. One of the main files contains 19 Pascal procedures and 2 functions. These in-

clude all necessary software to control the plotter and mosi of the routines for screen graphics. The other main file con-

sists of 11 assembly -language.routines that provide low-level and higher-speed control of the CDL graphics interface. These

routines were written by unaergraduate student Kalle Gehring during a_10 -week NSF Undergraduate Research Participation Pro-

gram in the summer of 1980. As an example of the resolution provided by the video monitor and the Paper Tiger, see the fig-

ure at the end of thik article. This was generated using the gre'phics package and the short program given below. The same

figure could have been drawn on the plotter (ine indeed was, to provide a cover for Kalle's report) by changing the fifth

line of the program to "plotsioaotterh" and removing the "clear(blackX" statement. On the plotter the resolution is twice

as.good.

All-in-ell we are very happy with our graphics hardware and software. For its price ($1200) the Houston Instruments

plotter does an amazing job; new and better models have since become available, at somewhat higher prices for smarter or

multi-color plotters. After an initial start-up problem when our light pen did not work, and once we learned how to guaran-7

tee proper initialization of the graphics boards on the first try, the CDL graphics interface has performed yeomen service.

Our onlycomplaint is that horizontal lines flicker due to the interlaced refresh of the screen. This and the price of just

over a thousand dollars are a smell price to pay for a 512 x 640 pixel display that can be expanded to include gray scales

or full color, is I/0 mapped so that it occupies no memory space in our'64K machine, and provides reasonably speedy anima-

tion of simple objects, using a Pascal program. We find that screen dumps to the Paper Tiger provide good enough hard copy

for all but publication-quality drawings (see figure below). Consequently the plotter Is useemuch less than we had antici-

pated. and the printer is used for more than just program listings.

Availability of graphics has made our interface to an Aminco-Morrow scopped-flow kinetics apparatus much friendlier

to the user than it would otherwise be. Percent transmittance versus timedata collected via the Tecmar A/U are displayed
immediately on the graphics screen, just as they would be on the storage oscilloscope formerly used for data collection.

The user, prompted by the system's console terminal, has the option of saving (to disk) or rejecting the data In the most re-

cent kinetic run.: Several IT vs time curves can be kept on the screen at once, and the user can retain or erase the moat

recent one. Analysis of data is interactive. The system displays the data and the user indicate with the light.pen the

smallest and largest tine values between which data will be analyzed. This is a real advantage when some side reaction

causes deviation from first-order kinetics after several half-lives. Data collected after the effect of the side reaction

has become appreciable can be ignored. Once least-squares analysis has, been performed, a first order or second-order plot

is made on the screen so that the user can judge immediately the quality of the data. At any stage in the data-analysis

procedure the screen image can be dumped to the Paper Tiger, providing hard copy that the user can study at leisure. In

effect the CDL screen graphics display has replaced the storage oscilloscope on which data were previously collected.- Pro-

gramming of the stopped-flow interface was done by Robert Williams, an H.S. candidate at EMU.

Readers who are interested In the software described above can obtain prograp'listings and a graphics manual by sending

$2 to cover the cost of duplication and mailing. I can also supply progrems on a single-density A" floppy diskette, USCD

Pascal format, soft sectored IBM 3740.

The program on the right produces an 8.x11

version of the figure below:

Computer
Graphics

w th
MICRO-COMPUTERS

program cover-sheet;
uses graphics;
var i; integer;
begin
plots(monitor);
clear(black);
for i l 1 to 5 do begin

symbol (4,2,5,0,5,4with',90);
(5,0,0,5,'HICRO-COHPUTERS',90);

scroll (2)63);
end;

for i : 1 to 20 do begin
symbol (1+1/252,0.5+1/126,0,75,'Computer',99);
symbol (2,5+1/252,0.75+0126,0,75,'Graphice ,90);

end
for i : 1 to 12 do polygon (7.5,3.5,2,3,I*10):
for i 1 to 122 do begin

setcolor (black);
polygon (7.5,3.5,1,3,(i-5)*7);
setcolor (white);
polygon (7.5.5,1,3,(1.)*7);

end;

dunip(down);

end.
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Computershaducation
byStuaztl, VOliteburst*

WCCE 81. (International Federation for Information and other Developments Processing)

Dle third World Conference on Computers in Education opened in Lausanne Switzerland on July 27. Some 1300

participants from all parts of the world had gathered to attend conferences and panels for what turned out to be five

very hectic days. (I would never have thought anything was more tiring than teaching!)

More than 150 speakers and panelists, plus a reasonable number of exhibitors from N. America and Europe were
ready to lead us in to the promised land of the 21st century, where the teacher wi/1 be free to animate and direct re-
sources which the student will have at his disposal.

The ubiquitous APPLE and ifi rapidly growing rival ATARI fought for the star attraction spot in the exhibition

section; it must be admitted however, that the more sober MICRO PLATO system from CONTROL DATA completely stole the show

for many. What more could we ask for as teachers than - *

Touch activated screen
Graphic drsplay
Special alphabet capability

Animation
Special easy to use lesson developer?

Perhaps color would hve enhanced its appeal even more. Here's to the day when our "APPLES" and "TES 80's" will have these

capabilities for even less than they cost now.

Conference sessions and panels were interspersed throughout the week between 8:30 - 17:30 daily. It was necesserY

to make a very careful choice of meetings to attend. Hawever, excellently prepared conference preprints were available right

from the start which facilitated this task. Conferences were in the following general areas--

1. Information and the various disciplinis.
2. Computer Assisted Learning and other direct uses of computers in education.

3. The impact of new technologies.
4. Social impacts including the changing roles of teachers.

5. National policies and models for computer education, with special referenCe to the needs of developing countries.

6. Aims, policies and curricula for informatic education.
/.

For science teachers in general and chemistry teachers in particular there was not much that was new. This reflects

the advance that chemistry teaching using computers has over many subjects such as languages, art, ind music. These three

areas were quite well explored during the sessions. Of a dozen or so papers given in th science field an interesting one con-

cerning environmental studies in England was given by a representative of the Advisory Un r Computer Based Education,

Hatfield, U.K. Alms of the unit are -

1. To develop an awareness of the scope and nature Of the impact of motorways upon the environment.

2. To learn about aspects of motorway construction which are used to minimize environmental impiect.

3. To provide an introduction to some of the ideas planners use to assess environmental impact. .

4. To provide students with an opportunity to discuss environmental planning with their peers.

5. To develop an awareness of the range of considerations involved in planning environmental lectors, cost and engineering

problems.

Another interesting paper in the chemical field aimed at the university level student of organic chemistry was

given by F. Moreno Mayor of the U. Politecna de Madrid, Spain. This program involved the student in identifying an organic

compound of known molecular formula; the computer provided spectroscopic information as requested by the student.'

A major item of interest to chemistry teachers was the paper given by Keith A. Shaw of the Department of Chemistry,

Sheffield City Polytechnic, Sheffield, EngLand. His paper described some attempts to develop and use computef assisted learn-

ing (CAL) material at the high school level in the U.K. in the areas of simulation, modelling, academic games, case studies

and the electronic blackboard approach. Many participants immediately recognized the programs about which he spoke as being

from the Chelsea College (Schools Council) Science packages: this was not surprising as he has written many of them. At the

risk of boring readers wha may already be familiar with the Chelsea packages, I will briefly run Over the types of applica-

tions developed and mention developments which are foreseen. In exploiting computers as a learning reSource, chemistry teachers

have developed five types of applications to date:

a) simulations of laboratory experiments and industrial processes,
b) exploration, evaluation and modification of Mathematicil models,

c) academic gimes,
1

d) cdinputer based case studies, and.
e) the electronic blackboard concept.

The materialAeveloped has usually been designed with one or more'of the following methods of use in mind -

a) to assist In the initial teaching-of a topic,
b) as extedsion and/or enrichment material,
c) as remedial or reinforcement material to help in the consolidation of knowledge and concepts.

The simulations and games (about ten of them) go together very well with the mainly "drill and practice" material from Pro-

grams For Learning. There is very little overlap of al/medal, and with judicious choice of prosrams an effective student"

learning and practice aid for the senior chemistry student can be produced.

In the past, Chelsea's programs had been developed for mini and main frame computers, consequently, no use had been

made of "grephics". It would appear that a series of units are udder development using the ability of "micro's" to display

information pictorially, through their high and low reiolution graphics facilities. Included in this will be the presentation

of graphs, bar charts and animated sequences. Good quality graphics (i.e., a resolution of at least 350 x 150 dots) will be

required. These peckases will fall into the category of electronic blackboard utilization. The control of the development

and presentation of an idea may most appropriately be controlled by the teacher using the micro computer as a visual aid.
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Given the inability of themicrocoMpUter manufacturers to provide GOOD educational software, it is up to teachers

to produCe it. To do this we will need many more thousands of teachers with computing awareness and ability (and incidentally*

more time). What is happening at present to make morelkomputing ieachers?" Summer computing courses for teachers are mul-

tiplying rapidly in all parts of the world. An open university project will soon see the light of day in England; one of the

aims of which,is to introduce interested adults including teachers to the world of computers and computing. The Open Univer-

sity is a 1148111 whereby any adult can follow a course of university level study in practically any discipline to degree level

using distant-learning resources. This involves watching TV programs, listening to radio programa,4following correspondence

courses and Summertime in-service training during vacations.

The overall aim of the prOject is to design and develop a modular course which will provide access to in-service

training in micro-electronics in the school for those ior whom there is currently no adequate provision. Another one of the

aim); is to provide those involved in education with the opportunity to acquire basic knowledge and skills which will enable

them to start. to:

a) use microcomputers to support their ogn teaching and administrative activities,

.b) implement the changes necessary to incorporate into the curriculum either new teaching practices or new subject material

resulting from the availability of-microelectronics,

c) prepare their students for the changes wfiich microelectronics will bring both to their lives and to society,

d) understand the limitations of microelectronics based technology so that they will not try to use it inappropriately or'

give misleading information to their studedts.

TNe target audience will be Primarily teachers in schools in which there are 9-18 year olds. There will be modules

at three levels:

level 1: Awareness '

level 2: Basic knowledge and skills
level 3: Classroom experience

Each modulewill represent about 30 hours of study, and a complete course would normally correspond to studying a linked set

of four to six modules.

An additional aim of the couve is to promote widespread good practice in the use Of microelectronics by teachers,

so as to improve their effectiveness in performihg their teaching and administrative teaks, and to stimulate and encourage

effective curriculum development in the area of microelectronics in schools. The.course will include the following six mod-

ules:

1: An introduction to Microelectronics in the School,

2a: Educational Software - Creating a Program,

.2b: Educational Hardware - Controlling a Device,

3a: Microcomputers in Action in the Classroom,

3b: Using Microelectronics in the Classroom,

4: Impact of Microelectronics in School and in Society.

IT SHOULD ALL BE PRETTY EXCITING!

Not to be left out, the British Broadcasting Gompany (B.B.C.) is to launch a major new project in the field of compu-

ter literacy in January 1982. The aim of the project is to Antroduceinterested adults to the world of Computers and to pro-

vide the opportunity for viewers to lesrri through direct experience how to program afid use a microcomputer. The project is

built around a ten part TV series, and includes a book, a linked microcomputer system complete with users guide, a range of

application programs and an associated course in programming in BASIC provided by the National Extension College, a corre-

sponding course organization based in Cambridge.

To come back to my earlier allusion to "the promised land of the 21st century", there are many people willing to

point the way, but in the end it will be our responsibility to find our own way there.

*Currently a teacher of Chemistry at the International School of Geneva, Routedethene, Geneva, Switzerland

a
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Software QUERIES.

On Software

Don Rosenthal's "Letter from the Editor" in the September issue of the

Newsletter sought to open discussion on some important aspects of the use of

computers in education. I was particularly struck by his report on the attempt

to produce computer literacy for freshmen at Clarkson. "We exvened that in-

structors would make use of this new capability. Mostly, they did not." These

statements bad a very familiar tone and seemed applicable far beyond the specifics

of Computers. How often do we fail to use (and thus reinforce) our students'

skills in mathematics, physics, English, etc.? These discontinuipies can occur

even in a rather traditional chemistry.curriculum. I, do not wanfto get into

that issue now; my point is that the last half of Don's letter gives very

reasonable goals,for computers in an undergraduate program -- and the primary

emphasis is on software.

The Clarkson example emphasizes computers as qvices for numerical mani"..

pulation (data reduction, statistical analysis). fAn equally, if not more,
important use within the scope of this Newsletter is aid to instructton: One

lesson Stan Smith reports from his experience,with Plato at the University of

Illinois is that there is a minimum level for 'effectiveness of any instructional

form in a curriculum. One data-reduction program or one videotape presentation

per termmay be a distraction, a negative infrdence. I wonder whether the goal

of a little bit of computing throughout the cukriculum is below theeffective--

ness threshold. Don't we need to use computer;s regularly in order that the
familiarization time not be excessive with eaCh use?

4

It seems to me that this idea of startup costs is.particularly applicable

to writing programs. I would be unhappy if one of my students wrote a program
of,any complexity without, checking it with test data. Obtaining the test data
might be equivalent to solving_the problem by hand, so there may be little in-

centjve for a student to write the program. I think that Don was addressing

thiS'point when he said that textbooks ignore computers. Only when our course-

work includes the types of problems which are more easilysolved by programming

and using computers than by hand will the use of computers expand naturally.
Note clearly.that we would be knowingly inserting barriers to students who lack

computer skills.

The existence'of a critical mass for computer software in uridergraduate

instruction is a major concern of mine. The two regular Newsletter features,

Queries and Who Done Its, do not address this issuA. I believe that Queries

are important in showing the types of problems we teachers are facing, but no

one item is apt to attract broad interest. Therefore, I propose to treat them

as "want ads" with theexpectation that interested parties will get together .

through their own devices. The Who Done It, which can include_answers to Queries,

can,contribute to identifying elements in an effective set of programs, but this

medium falls short,of.showing when critical mass has been reached. Therefore, I

invite critical 'reviews from users of software who have found a sufficient

set of materials for one or more courses. These reviews could convince others

that "now is the time to move." I have heard that several authors are writing

packages of programs for general,chemistry. We should have more.information in

the next Newsletter.

Software queries and answers should be sent to Henry .Griffirf, Department of

ChemiStry, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.

.;
of,
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4

SQ5 (December 1981)
.,a

For: Apple II
Item: - Sortware modules to simplify creating high resolution graphics from

ApplesOft.
- Management system to reCtrd tes1 scores, etc. and,to'keep track of

-student progress.
- Any software for use in lower divisidn courses in chemis*y.

(This item can be taken as an expression of interest in finding
programs which have not been distributed widely.)

U.R. BORNHORST (Grossmont College, 8800 Groismont College Drive, El Cajón,-CA

92020 [714] 465-1700)

SQ6 (December 198J)

For: Apple II PLUS
- Software to analyze kineticsAata suitable for physical chemistry

experiments.

S.L. BURDEN (Department of Chemistry, Taylk University, Upland, IN 46989)

SQ7 (December 1981).

For: Apple II .

Item: - Is there a quick and easy way to put lower case letters, subscripts,

and superscripts in the video display? These 'features are needed for

chemical notation.4,R L. THORP (Chemistry Department, Vestal High School, Vestal., *NY 13850)

5Q8 (December 1981)

For: Any system
Item: - Has anyone used EXpER SIM for simulations in physical sciences?

BENJAMIN IRVIN (Chemistry_Department, St. Andrews College, Ldurinburg NC 28352

[919] 276-3652 x352)

(EXPER SIM is designed to,teach meaurementior experimentation in'social scientts.

It might have interesting applicalions in descriptiye chernistry. Please send

information for inclusion in a future Newsletter. HCG).

-



Hardware QUERIES

Send hardware queries, rebuttals, and information to Kell Ratzlaff,
Instrumentation Design Laboratory; Chemistry Department, University
of Kansas, Lawrence,, KS 66045, phone:(913-864-3754).

'A HQ2 (September '8 1) Contiiued
.

.. .4

I n the last issue (September, 1981) we considered'the various
1 available options for paSsing information in and out of Apple computers

in analog form. I asked for some experiences and/or more informatioh,
.and I want to pss along that which was received. -.

0

Dr. William-Bradford of Oakland University (Roehester, 'MI) uses .

HowletV-Packard 47310A A/D converter systems which have an IEEE 488
interface port and elected to o'btain IEEE 488 interface boa4ds td inter-
face the converter to this Apple... His first experience Was, with the
California Computer Systems Model 7490 board'; however;.neither he nor the
CCS yepresentative were able to make it work, so'that idea was abandoned.
His distributor exchanged it for a Mountain Computef 16 channel AAP-D74
(8 bit) board which operates quite well. Mountain Computer equipment rs
exceptionally well-documented and gets consistently good reviews.

This leaves the question ot what to do with the HP A/D's. Another
source of interface boards not inclnded on last month's listing is SSM
Microcomputer Products (2190 Paragon'Drive, San Jose, CA 95131). Their
A488 board includes all necessary.software in PROM and'appears to be
quite' powerful. However at $475,.it is not cheap.

Professor John Zimmetman ('#abash College, Crawfordsville: IN) has
.also bad a bad experience with a.CCS.product. The performance of the
Model 7470 is below that required for almost any lab application; its
conversion rate is barely over 2 Hz, and the data is BCD encoded with
routiAes available to convert it only to character strings.

Since.the last issue, an Anouncement Aas.been receiv for an
add-on system for the Apple'called.the "ISAAC". from Cybor (342 Western
Ave., Boston, MA 02135(800-343-4494)). This package includes A/D (16
channel' or 8 channel differential, 12 bit; 40 KHZ, variable input range),
4 D/A converters (12 bit), 16 bit parallel I/O, 16 bit counter/timer,
distribution panel, test kit, LABSOFT progrmming language (Applesoft'
BASIC + 40 new 'commands for use with lab p ripherals and graphics) and
manuals.. For -such a package, you would pect to pay, and indeed'you
do::,$3950 without the Apple pr 4ts other eripherals. However 'it looks
like a good easy-to-install and use system for the research

I have in my files information on boarL flom these other mantfac-'
#.

turers, and the ollowing is a review of that data:,

Interactive Structuree, Inc., 112.Baia Ave., Box 404, Bala'Cvnwvd, PA
19004 (215-667-4713).

AI13 12 bit A/D Converter with 16 'channel input, $ yolthge ianges.
. (199 my to 10-V), 20 microsecond conversion. time, $550.
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Hardware:QUERIES (continUed)

AI02 8 bit A/D Converter with 16 channel input, 0-5 volt input,
76 microsecond conversion -qime, $299.
A003 8 bit D/A Converter, 2-6 channel, 10 volt range; $195-$437.

Interactive Microware, Inc., P. 0. Box 771, State College,' PA 16801
(814-238-8294).

APPLAB i rfic card,including:'a) 12 bit A/D converter, 50 ms
-convers ime, jumper-selectable input ranges; b) 12 bit A/D
conyerter pet-selectable'output ranges; c) 8 bit parallel I/0; .

d) three co ters, a 32 bit countdown timer and two 16 bit timer,
countersi e) driver,,aemonStratiqn, land diagnostic software on disk
'compatible with Appl.esoft, $495.

Tectior Inc., 2360b Mercontile.Rd., Cleveland, OH 44122 (216-1464-7410)

TM-AD211 AiD converter.subsystem, 12 bits'(14 bit and 16 bit
options available), 30 KHz (40, NO, 125 KHz options available),
16 channel'or 8 channel differential inputs, programmoble,gain
option (uses ANALOGIC subsystem), $495-$1787 depending on options.

TM-DA1O,1 D/A converter subsystem, 12 bits, 2 channel, 8 bit parallel
I/O, jumper-Selectable output range, $295. Companion bOard
able for filtering, current gOin, etc.

HQS (December '81)
-

Dr. Ronald Rich, Bluff-Con College, Bluffton, OH,-ask0 about word
processing systems that give maXimum capability in handling scien-r
tific documents; he reported that he had, heard that Wordstar, the
most popular word processing softwaresystem, when used with a .'

Diablo printer would hot print all of'the-bharacters on the fiablo
print wheel.

A 11Q3 (December '81)
4 ) 4

* .

This is i topic whicil requires the sugkeStions and comments of
. readersyellegarding WordStar, I checked with-Mr. Ronald Proesel.

of MicroSolutions (139-Sacramento, Sycamore,' 11, 60179) who says
, that correct operation of WordStar will provide adcess.to'every

cnaracter on the Diablo Scientific print wheel; however, I did.. .

not see examples. -

*

Aside lrom purchasing dedicated wotd processing computers, two ;
possibilities for scientltid word processing are the WordStar soft-
ware/daiw, wheel printer approOd which should handle most needs,
and using a graphics printer (Epson, MpI,.etc.,5 with the fonts.

; including subscitipt, superScript, ahd greek characters'generated
in the software. . TO my, knowledge, the latter has not been imple-

mented. However,,/ have heard that people in rdathemotics are work-
ing on this as the.Oasis of a manuscript submfssion sy'stet for
their primary journals; I was told that eVen figures .wpuia event,n-,

ally be part of.the manuscript stored on magnetic media., Exi5eri7

ehces or miggestions anyon'e
.
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Summary by Ken Ratzlaff

WHOZ3 (December '81)

Computer-Controlled Titrator with High Resolution Graphics Display

Controls a constant rate buret mid logs data with simple locally-constructed
interface. Plots titration curve as data id collected. Computes and plots in differ-

ent colors the first and second derivatives and Gran'plots. Prints end point values

and plots curves on printer. Delivery of titrant can be slowed down beginning at a
user-selectable pH or mv value and delivered one drop at a time until the endpoint is
reached.

Computer Hardware: Apple II, Paper Tiger 480
,

Instrumentation: Sargent Constant Kate' Buret, Orion 701 pH meter.
Documentation & Software: Prof. Stan Burden, Department of Chemistry, Taylor
University, Upland, IN 46989, $25 including diskette.

WHO-4,(December '81)

-Computer Controlled Nitrate-Ion Selective Electrode Analysis SysteR
.1

.

Logs data from both standard and unknown solutions. Readings taken at user-
specifiable intervals until a user-specifiable constancy is achieved for each stan-
dard or unknown to compensate for electrode drift. Points logged from standards are
displayed in color graphics as they are logged. The standard data is fit with a cubic
.squation and both the data points and the fitted curve are'plotted (in differentsolors)
in high resolution graphics for visual display of calibration curve. The equation is
solved using the Newton-Raphion technlque-and the millivolt reAdings'obtained from.each
unknown. The corresponding contentration is printed out.

Computer Hardware: Apple II, Paper Tiger
Instrumentation: Orion 701 pH meter or Keithley 1719 Instrumentation with

IEEE 488 Interface.
DocuMentation: As for 1/1.

WHO-5 (December '81)

Computer Analyils of Data foy Phosphate Analysid,Using Fluoride Ion
Selective Electrode and Gran Plots of Back Titration of Lanthanum with
Fluoride.

Data entered manually; software computes and prints out Gran plots and com-
putes concentratibn of unknown. Essentially eliminates manual plotting of -Gran plots
and reading results from them.

Computer.Hardware: Apple TI,Sprinter
Documentation: $8 including diskette frbm S, .n Burden (pee #1).

NOTE_TO READERS:-Please share your accomplishments with our,readers by sending_short
dedcriptions of your wbrk to this column. Each future submission should contain
a) a short description, b) a list of,computer hardware require4. (the computer, storage
medium, memory, other boards, /printer, plotter, etc.), c) software packages required
by the user but not included (operating system, languages, graphics packages, etc.),
d) laboratory instruments required, e) type of documentation available including cost,
medium (disk format if applicable), and your name and address.

. 4



Summary by Henry Griffin

WHO-6.(December '81)

Jame§ G. Macmillan (Depaitment of ChemistrY, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, IA 50614) has developed a carbon NMR simulation for Apple II systems

. _with 48K RAM and a disk coDOS 3.2.1 or 3;3), The-program is written in Applesoft
BASIC. It calculates cafbon chemical shifts for alkanes based on empirical equa-
tions,(Lindemail and Adams, Anal. Chem., 43, 1245 (1971)). The alkane is specified

by responses concerning bonded atams. Chemical shifts are tabulated And the spec-
trum is displayed. ,A second mode of operation involves random selection.of an unT
known by the computer. The author has not specified a charge for the program, but
some arrangement to cover the cost of a disk can be anticipated.

WHO-7 (December '81)

Vinay Kumar and John I, McAndrews (Department of4Sical Sciences, Northern
Kentucky University, Highland Heights, KY 41076) and.Jon W. Mauch (Madeira,High
School, Madeira, OH 45243) have written Applesoft programs to aid,in analyzing,titra-
tion data. The basic program PLOTTER accepts data in either pH of mV values, displays
the data for possible corrections, calculates and isplays first and second deriva-
tives, and displays the plots in color graphics. The expanded program PLOTTER (REV.
JM) provides hardcopy of data, calculated values, and graphs with a suitable printer.
(The authors used an IDS-440 printer with graphics option interfaced through an
A2 B0002 paralrel printer card.) Single copies of listings of either program are
available free from Kumar. For the program on diskette, send $10 (money order or
cashier's check) to J.W. Mauch.

-1.1110-8 (December '81)

PaperMate by Michael Riley:-The potential for using microcomputers for Nord-
proceleing" is responsible for much of the projected spread of these machines into
small businesses during the next year or two. Of course, none of the computers can
be used for wordprocessing without programs designed for this purpose (and suitable
peripherals, such as disk units for file'storage and "letter quality" printers). In

the traditional wordprocesming machine, the programs are based on.firmware and are
not accessible to the user for modification. In eisence the programs are like the
operating system in a computer. When general purpose microcomputers are used for word-
processing, in principle the user can modify the software to fit particular needs. The

range of complexity of available programs matches the broad rangeof computers, but
even for a given computer many different programs can be used. In general the more ex-

pensive ones are not accessible to the user either because they contain significant
amounts of undocumented machine code or because the.programs are protected against copy-
ing. PaperMate shows that a full feature program need be neither expensive nor inflexi-

PaperMate is available for $30-$40 from A B Computers (115'E. Stump Rd., Mont-
gomeryvi4e, PA-18936; (215-699-5826)). It is written in BASIC for the PET/CBM computers
and makes effective use of screen editing functions provided by those computers. Fea-

tures Of the program include SAVE and LOAD of text from disk or tape, adaptation to_vari-
ous printers and PET ROM's, justification and tabulation (ot monospaced type), formating
(margins, line spacing, lines per page, page headings and footings), insertings for form
letters, and others. It does not have "find" or "kind and replace" comman4s.

PaperMate has been,modified by Henry Griffin (Department of Chemistry, University
of Michigan, Anri ArboL, MI 48109) for use in the general chemistry office. His modifi-



WHO-8 (continued)

cations provide imbedded commands for the Centronics 737 printer to give subscripts,
superscripts, underlining, and,changes_between type styles. Check a recent A B Compu-
ter ad for current price. Write Professor Griffin tor-4 listing of modifications

, which permit writing chemicarnotation.

,WHO-9 (December '81)

r-
L.A. Hull (Department of Chemistry, Unipon College, Schenectady,'NY 12308

offers an Applesoft program for 3-D display of line drawings of molecules. He finds

provision for rotations, including bond rotations, and displacements to be particu-
larly useful for illustrating organic struCtures. Data for several common organic
molecules are included imthe package. A diskette (DOS 3,3 AppleII Plus) and de-
scription coat $25.

,WHO-10 (December '81)

Doug Green (Cortland Jr.-Sr. High School, Cortland,NY 13045) offers animations
of five phase changes. The programs give high resolution displays with large text,
are menu driven, and have sound effects. They run on Apple II or'Apple II+ with DOS 3.3
and has been used with 9th grade physical science and high school chemistry students.,
Cost: $15 for the programs and disk, $10 on your disk:

WHO-11 '(December '81)

C.F. Hammer (Department of Chemistry, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.
20057) has three programa QUINS,(quantitative, UV, visible, infrared and NMRO, MOF0
(molecular formula determination using mass spectral, proton or C-11 NMR data or more
than one of these techniques), and LABDET (label determination from mass spectral
data). All are in FORTRAN IV, Version 2.5 and run on a PDP 11/23 unaer the RT-11 opera-

ting system. Those wishing the prograMs must provide an RLO1 disk or single density

RX01 floppy disk.

1.410-12 (December '81)

D. Salyer (Rm. .337, Moore Bldg., E. Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40415)

has twenty-four review programs on topics usually covered in introductory chemistry.
Each program contains Multiple choice questions ihd probie4s. The programs ate writ-

ten in BASIC PUIS and.will run on'a PDP 11/70. There is no charge for sample listinga.

.WHO-13 (DeceMber '81) .

i . .

D.M. Whishant (Northland College, Ashland, WI 54806), has ten programs which in-
volve laboratory siMulationa and provide "support for general Chemistry laboratory e*peri-

ments. the programs are written in microsoft Level III BASIC and run on a TRS-80, *del

I with 32L. Send 4 cassette or floppy aisk.- 4 .

4 6
11,



WHO-14 ,(December.'81)

The Lister Hill Natidnal Center for Biomedical Communications has developed
an extended version' of the C.A.I. authoring language CORE PILOT '73 called.LHC 8080
PILOT. This version of PILOT is written in assembly language and PL/M and operates
under the CP/R operating system and requires a minimum of 48k of memory (64k recom-
mended). LHC 8080 PILOT has many extended features, including n-dimensioaal numeric
functions, extended matching, anddynamic construction and execution of statements.

The software includes a Vilt-in editor. All distribution will be handled by the
National Technical Inforiation Service (NTIS), U.S. Department of Commerce, 5285
Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. The order number for the eiecdtable LHC 8080
PILOT package is PB82-114943. The cost is $30 and the program is supplied on an
eight inch soft sectored IBM 3740 format floppy diskette. The distribution package
includes a 100 page User's manual. The version supplied on the diskette uses port

number assignments which are probably incompatible with your hardware. One small sec-

tion of source code must be patched into thecode seqtion to customize it to the users
specific configuration. (Information supplied by Roy A. Standing, LHC, National Library
of Medicine, Bethesda, MD 20209.)

WHO-15 (December '81)

Dresden Associates, P. O. Box 246, Drdsden, ME 04342 is publishing "School
Microware Directory". _The 1981-82 birectory consists of two issues. The September
1981 issue listed over 1200 software products from over 100 companies available for
the Apple, Atari, PET and TRS-80. The April 1982 issue will include 300 more pro-

grams. All software is.classified as being instruttional or administrative. The in-

structional software is classified as to subject (60 subject categories) and grades

level (K-12). Programs are listed by subject and,grade level and by hardware system.
The cost of each program and addregs of the suppliers are included: An index,by pro-

gram name and subject is included. The cost for one year (two issues) is.$25.- Ah,

examinatiOn copy of the 1980 Directory (500 programs) is available from Dresden-Asso-
ciates for $4 (it is available on microfische through ERIC Document Reproduction'Ser-
vice as 1M196 431 for 91t. The 1980 Directory can be found in many libraries and
resource centers which serve as ERIC microfische repositories.) The 1980 Directory
lists 25 chemistry programs.

WHO-16 (December 181)

The NIH-EPA Chemical Information Systeth (CIS) consists of a collection of,
,

over seventy chemical databases linked together by a number of programs-tor interac-.

tive searching through these databases. Over 228,000 chemitals haVing over 657,000

names are represented. Information_on mass spectra, C-13 NMR-spectra, x.--raydiffrgC-
tion, acute toxicity and water toxicity data ate available. Alto, there ace-some
data analysis programs including statistical analysis and mathematical analysis 'algo-

rithms. The system is,available 24 hours each day via interactive terminals through
Telenet. The $300 per year subscription fee is waived for educational institutions
and publltaihraries. These organizations are allowed a monthly ditcount $100

towards their cdhnect time usage. This free allowance does not ,im.,clude telephone net-

work charges and certain other charges. The system has been described in a number of
publications (including.S.R. Heller and. G.W.A. Milne; Anal, Chim. Acta, 122, 117-138 .

(1980); J. Chem. Inf. Commit. Sci., 20, 204-211 (1980)). For more information contact
Project Information Sciences Corp., 2135,Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20004

(800-424-2722).
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WHO-17 (December '81)

NSF has recently announced funding of a major project in the DISE program.
The principal investigator is John W. Moore and co-principal investigator is
Joseph J. Lagowski. The project will set up procedures for soliciting, evaluating,
publicizing, and disseminating instructional modules, many of them computer based.
It will draw upon other NSF-funded projects in chemistry, chemical engineering, mater-
ials science, physics, and mathematics, as well as on individual chemists or groups
of chemists for instructional modules. These modules will be reviewed and tested in
classrooms or laboratories, and reviews by actual Users of the modules will appear
in the Journal of Chemical Education. Areas of special interest for preparation of
instructional modules are inc4trial chemistry and polymer chemistry. .

In addition to preparing and distributing modules, the project will attempt to
improve authors' skills. Workshops (based on those already organized by the Divi-
sion's Computer Task Force) for both novice'and advanced authors of computer-based
instructional materials are planned. The first of these will occur in conjunction
with the Seventh Biennial Conference on Chemical.Education at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity next August. The project will also explore the feapibiliy,,o distribution of
the materials it produces via nationwise time-sharing networks, allowing potential
users to obtain modules essentially instantaneously, to read reviews from or contri-
bute criticisms of modules to an electronic bulletin board, or to obtain updates and
*corections to existing modules via a local telephone call.

Persons who wish'to obtain more information about the project, who are inter-
ested in volunteering,aa reviewers, or who may have computer programs or other modular
materials to contribute should contact: Dre.v-John W. Moore, Visiting Professor (until
June 1982), Department of.QbéMistry, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706;
'(608) 262-0215.

Henkickson Data Management

."I feel miserable. All day long they've been feeding me raw
data."

Copyright 1964,, Data Management, Reprinted by.permission.
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BOOK REVIEW

"16-BIT MICROPROCESSORS" by Christopher A. Titus, Johathan A. Titus,
Alan Baldwin, W. N. Hubin, Leo Scanlon, from Group Technol2gy, Ltd.,

P. O. Box 87, Check, Virgina 24072 703/651-3153 $ 14.95

,
A few years ago.there was a substantial distinction between mini-

computers and microcomputers. Often the defining differences were the
word length (mini's had 12-32 bit words compared to the micro's 4-8)°

and the number of chips in the Central Processing Unit (micro's had 1,
mini's had more). Somewhere in between was the LSI-11 CPU which was
the low-end PDP-11 mini or a high-end micro. Later, people began to
realize that the difference was less in how the CPU was constructed

, and more in how it was used (mini"s have operating systems and high-

level languages, etc.). The performance of the 8-bit machines was still

substantially below that of the PDP-11's, NOVA's, and HP's.

The latest microprocessors are blurring the diSlinctions in CPU's

.-even further. Several single-chip sixteen-bit microprocessors are
already established and are vying for dominance. Some of these will
never achieve importance in,laboratory computers just as,some eight-bit
processors never did: The determining factors include not only the pro-
fessor's ability (architecture, speed and instruction set), but also
the marketing skills of the companies who design the coMpliters; software
developers will follow with software when they detect that a certaih pro-
cessor will have a signifiCant market share. Clearly we 'prefer the most
powerful processor to be employed in the best-designed computer, and for

it to have the best.8ofAware support.

The purpose of this book is an aid in making file first evaluation,

that of the CPU's perfor ance. Six sixteen-bit microprocessors are con-

1
. sidered, the Intel 8086, the Zilog Z8000, the DEC LSI-11, the Texas In-
strument 9900, the Motor la 68000, and the National SemicOnductor 16000.
,An introductory chapter deals w. h "the basic concepts of microcomputers
before the architecture of the C s are described in one chapter each.

.
Each microprocessor is also evaluated for four tasks or benchmarks: a
bubble:sort (ordering a group of integers according to their value), a
string search (matching a test string to-a larger string of several words),

., multiplication and division (by finding the square roots of several in-
tegers) and a lookup (using a table to find the sine of an angle). The

. results are 16resented in a table belbw. For,each of the benchmarks, the
assembly language program is provided and the execution times are deter-

.

mined (except for the 16000). The results are fascinating; for every
test, the Z8000 (at 10 MHz) was the fastest followed by the'8086 or 68000
(at 8 MHz). The LSI-11 lagged Well behind and the 9900 trailed distantly:

It should be pointed out that the latest LSI-11 family member, the 11/23,

.

generally executes about 2.5 times faster than the member tested. Also

the 16000, not tested, has many features which will probably allow it to
out=perform the others by a significant margin.

At this point the usefulness of this book probably ends for those
who do not intend to design from scratch Aheir own computer system; for
chemists generally, we need only to conclude that the Z8000, 8086, and

68000 will generally out-perform the LSI-11's and 9900's. We must still
Consider the availability pf a well-engineered product, with good soft-

ware support. . .

,)
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Book Review (continued)
-

-

Here at KU, we have decided to enter-the sixteen.bit_area_with the

8086 in spite of its slight limitations demonstrated in the 'benchmarks.
In brief, thie was because (1) IBM's choice of that family has given-a
substantial stimulus for software development, (2) Intel haS designed
(8087) and I/0 (8089), and (3) well-engineered products for the S-100
(IEEE 696) bus, to which we are already committed; are available now. -

There are probably two reasons tqr using thie book: first, to
research the primary sixteen bit microprocessor offerings in order to
determine which is best suited for the application for which one is to
design a new computer, or second, to iet a generaIfeel for the compara-
tive merits of the_new microprocessors. I enjoyed the book.
It is easy-to-read, not overly filled with jargon, and devotes most of

its space to information truly of interest to the assembly language
,programmer. However, reachers must 1De cautioned not-to choose a micro-
proceseor based only on the arohitecture and benchmark information since
in many or most cases software availability will be the factor which de=
termines the success or failure of a computer to handle an application.

BENCHMARK RESULTS

Bubbe
Sort

String
Search

Mult/Div
(Average)

Lookup
(Sine)

8086 (8 MHz) 2:1 $ .235 me .171 ms .024 ms

Z8000 (10 MHz) 1.6 .095 .061 .012

LSI-11 10.5 .979 :457 .149

9900 ...... 33. 2.25 .770 .320
. r

68000 (8 MHz) 2.0 .424 . .104 .018

Reviewed by Ken Ratzlaff, Instrumentation Design'Lab, Chemistry Department,
University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045.

Publishers and
0 authors Wishing to have books reviewed should send

review copies to Donald Rosenthal, Editori0Computers in Chemical Education
Newsletter, Department of Chemistry, CIafRpon College, Potsdam, NY 13676.
Readers who are wi1ling io review books should write the editor.



literature on. ComputerAelated Topics
Part II

JOurnals, Newsletters and Other Prfmazy Literature Seurces

In the first article in this series, putfiished in the September issue (Vol. IV Number 3), seven abstracting journals

were deacribed: "Chemical Abstracts", "Computing Reviews", "ACM Guide to Computing Literature", "Resources in Education (RIC)",

"Current Index to Journals in Education (CUE), "Computer and Information Systems Abstracts Journal", "Computer and Informa-

tion Systems AbstractS Journal", "Computer and Control Abstracts", and "Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR)".

These journals are useful in locsting articles, books, theses, reports, computer programs, and other publications.

This article will discuss some of the primary literature sources. At the outset it needs to be said that there are

many sources of useful information. Publications in this field reflect the explosive nature of developments. I will exclude

explicit mention of users' groups, although these may be a very useful source of computer programs. Some of these users'

groups and some manufacturers do an excellent job at making users aware of software which will run on their computers. In

what follows I will list the publications, its address, cost, and some of the contents ofta few recent articles.

A. "Journal of Chemical Education" is published once each month by the Division of Chemical Education sf the Ameri-

can Chemical Society. The domestic subscription price is $15 per year for individuals and $10 per year for libraries, insti-

tutions and companies. The journal can be ordered from Journal of Chemical Education, Subscription Fulfillment Department,

20th and Northhampton Streets, Easton, PA 18042.

One very useful group of articles is the Computer Series edited by John W. Moore. To date,"twenty-two articles have

appeared in this series. The most recent is "Integration of Major Computer Program Packages into Experimental Courses" (Octo-

ber 1981, Vol. 48, No. 10, p. 796). The first article in this series "A Tool, Not a Gimmick - an Introduction to Computer

Applications in Chemical Education" appeared in March 1979 (Vol. 56, No. 3, p. 140). Some articles in this series dubbed

"Bits and Pieces" provide brief descriptions of software and hardware. (To date 7 of the 22 ComPuter Series articles are "Sits

and Pieces". The most recent of such articles (September 1981, Vol. 58, No. 9, p. 690) included descriptions of "Interfacio0

RI an Apple II Microcomputer to a UV-Visible Spectrophotometer," "Preparation of Posters and Overhead Transparencies" with the

Hewlett Packard 9872A digital plotter, "A Simple HUckel Molecular Orbital Computer Program Written in BAS/C for Microcomputer

Use", "PMR Spectroscopy on a PET", "Computer-Assisted Instruction in General Chemistry", "OPTSCAN and GRADE -.Automated Grad-

ing and Record Keeping", "KEMGAM: A Chemical Adventure", and
"Non-Linear Least-Squares Optimization of Parameters for First-

Order Kinetics on Programmable Calculators." (The fist 16 articles in the Computer Series together with a dozen full length

descriptions of computer applications are available in paPerback as "Interactions: Computing in the Journal of Chemical Educa-

tion" for $9.75. This volume can be ordered from Journal of Chemical EduCation, 238 Kent Roads Springfield, .PA 19064.)

In addition 6-the Computer Series there are many other articles.describing computer applications. For example, the

November 1981 issue (Vol. 58, No. 11, p. 904) contained an article entitled "Field Test Evaluation Report on Introduction to

Polymer Chemistry" by K. Chapman and J. Fleming. This article summarizes the evaluation of a course on Polymer Chemistry de-

livered via the PLATO computer system.

B. "Journal of Computer-Based Instruction" is published quarterly by the Associltion for the Development of ,Cmputer-

Based Instructional Systems (ADCIS). Personal subscriptions are $12 per year ($20 for institutions). -lhe journal can be

ordered from Gordon Hayes, Executive Secretary,'ADCIS
International Headquarters, Computer Center, Western Washington University,

Bellingham, WA 98225. Recent articles of interest include: (1) "Publication Practices for Microcomputer Programs" by Constance

Curtin, (May 1981, Vol. 7, No. 4, p. 123); (2) "Computer Assisted Instruction: Factors Affecting Courseware Development" by

J.W. Sprccher and J.A., Chambers (November 1980, Vol. 7, No. 2, p. 47); (3) "Artificial Intelligence Approaches to Computer-

based Instruction" by W.S. Sregar and A.M. Farley (May 1980, Vol. 6, No. 4, p. 106);'(4) "Active External Control: A Basis

for Superiority of CBI" by A. Arner, C. Moore and S. Smith (May 1980, p. 115); (5) "CAI Readinesa Checklist: Formative Author -

Evaluation of CAI Lessons (November 1979, Vol. 6, No. 2, p. 47); (6) "The Future of Computers in Education" by P. Suppes (Aug-

ust 1979, Vol. 6. No. 1. p. 5); (7) "Intelligentyjdeodisc
and the Learning Society" by A.R. Molnar (August 1979, p. 11)

C. "T.H.E. Journal" (P.O. Box 992, Acton, MA 01720), Technological Horizons in Education, is published six times

per year, and is available free on a limited basis. Other subscriptions are $15 per year. In addition to articles there are

Calendar, News, new publications, software/courseware, applications and new products sections. Articles in recent issues

includft (1) "How to Set Up an ElectronicaUlletin Board" by T. Lukas (September 1981, Vol. 8, No. 5, p. 50); (2) "Networking:

What are the Alternative Systems" (September 1981, p. 61); (3) "One State's Approach to Computer Literacy" by Alice M. Kirch-

ner (May 1981, Vol. 8, No. 4, p. 43); (4) "Computers and Education: The Genie is Out of the Bottle" (February 1981, Vol. 8,

No. 2, p. 34); (5) "Getting From Here to.There: The Status of Instructional Computing in Higher Education" by James W. Johnson

(November 1980, Vol. 7, No. 6, p. 48); (6) "Microcomputers and Videodisc; Innovations of the Second Kind" by A.W. Molnar (Novem-

ber 1980,,p. 58).

D. "The Journal of Computers in Mathematics and Science Teaching" is published quarterly by the Association for Com-

puters in Mathematics and-Science Teaching (P.O. Box 4455, Austin, TX 78765). Tdejournal is sent fTee to members of the

ACMST. The cost of membership is,$7 per year. The first issue of this new journal appeared in Fall 1981. The Journal intends

to include (1) descriptive uses of computers to enhance instruction, (2) tutorials on the use of computers for instruction,

(3) reserach studies on teaching with computers, (4) lists a available software, (5) reviews of software, (6) announcements

of conferences and events, (7) bibliographies of articles, and (8) book reviews. The first issue contained considerable infbr-

mation of interest to chemistry educators, and included the following articles: "Computer-Based Methods in Chemistry" by J.J.

Lagowski; "A Microcomputer-Assisted Presentation of Atomic Orbitals" by J.A. Petrich.

E. "byte - The Small Systems Journal" is published monthly by MCGraw Hill. The domestic subscription rate is $19

per year. The journal can be ordered from Byte Subscription, P.O. Box 590, Martinsville; NJ 08836. /n addition to articles

each issue contains letters, education forum, books received, 'software received, language forum, technical forum, ,education

forum and programming quickies sections. Recent articles include (1) "The Microcomputer as a Laboratory Instrument" by Daniel

Cosgrove (November 1981, Vol. 6, No. 11, p. 84); (2) "Animation in Computer-Assisted Instruction" by'R.R. Eckert (July 1981,

Vol. 6, No. 7, p. 358). This article featured animated graphics and sound from an audio cassette tape controlled by the pro-

gram. Each issue of BYTE hasAa central theme with several articl.es devoted to the topic. The November issue featured Data

Base Management xatems. The September issue considered Artificial Intelligence. The August issue considered Smalltalk -

,A Language for the 19803. This journal is very popular. Both local colleges have had to place recent issues`on the reserve

shelves in order to prevent their disappearance from the librarY.



F. "Dr. Dobb's Journal for Users of Small Computer Systems" is published 12
times per year by People's Computer Co., Box E, 1263 El Camino Real, Menlo Park, CA
*94025. A domestic 1 year subscription costs $21. This journal describes software. The

October 1981 issue (Vol. 6, Issue 10, No. 60) included:'(1) "TEK 4010: A Tektronix Simu-
lator" by Anthony B. Sicjellum. This article describes how to run Tektrohix software on
microcomputers and includes an assembly language listing for the Z80; (2) "BASIC-FORTH"
by C.H. Ting. This is a program which demon§,trates tile principles involved in FORTH.
The article includes a listing in BASIC; (3) "The Conference Tree - Computer Conferencing
on Personal Computers" by John S. James. The September 1981 issue (Vol. 6, Issue 9,

No. 59), was a special issue on FORTH.

G. ACM Publications - The Association for Computing Machinery is dedicated
to the development of information processing as a discipline and to the responsible use
of computers in an increasing diversity of applications. The ACM has a number of differ-
ent publications.

(1) "Communications of the ACM" is published monthly. A subscription is in-
cluded in the annual membership dues of $28 ($9 for student membership), $42 for non-
members (Association for Computing Machinery, 1133 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY
10036). This publication has a good calendar of events, articles on computing practices,
Reports and Research Contributions. Most of the articles are of general.interest to com-
puter scientists but only of occasional interest to chemical educators. The June 1980

,issue (Vol. 23, No. 6, p. 332) contained an.article entitled "Computer Assisted Instruc-
tion: Current Trands and Critical Issues" by J.A. Chambers and J.W. Spreacher.

Of considerably more interest are the publications of some of the over 30 Spe-
cial Interest Groups (SIGS).

(2) "Sigcue Bulletin" (a publication Of the ACM Special Interest Group of Com-
puter Uses in Education). This bulletin contains articles, a bulletin board'contaAning
news items, and reviews of books, periodical articles and ERIC titles, and a calendar.
In the April/July 1981 issue (Vol. 15, No. 2 and 3) the Bulletin Board contained infor-
mation on (a) Dartmouth College's exploratilh of videodisc technology educational uses
(p. 19), (b) an educational interest group being formed by those using T.I. computers
(p. 21), (c) ;tanford's new MA program in Interactive Educational Technology which will
combine courses in computer science, educational psychology and curriculum theory
and design (p. 22), (d) A Microcomputer Registry of elementary, middle, and senior
high schools (p. 24). Some articles of interest include: "Preparing On-Line Quizzes
by Bork (October 1980, Vol. 14, No. 4, p. 2), "Good Courses Involve Computers" by
A. Bork (July 1980, Vol. 14, No. 3, p. 3), "A Survey on Computer Assisted Instruction
at the University of Texas at Austin" by C.S. Cavin, E.D. Cavin, and G.H. Culp (April
1980, Vol. 14, No. 2, p. 13), "Documentation in Computer-Based Instruction" by G.P.
Kearslex and S. Hunka (January 1979, Vol. 14, No. 1, p.

(3) "Sigucc 'Newsletter" (a qua terly publication of the' ACM Special Interest
Group on University Computer Centers) di ribited free to members of ISGUCC (annual dues
are $7.50 for ACM members) subscriptions are $ 5 for non-members. (SIGUCC, c/o ACM

Headquarters Office, see (1) for address). is Newsletter serves as a way to develop

and improve facilities and,services in higher education. Articles of interest in resent

issues are: (a) "Creating High Computer Impac in a Small Liberal Arts College" by B.L.
Houseman (Spring 1981, Vol, 11, No. 1, p. 9 (b) "Directions of Computing in Higher
Education - Predictions from University Ce puter Center Directors: The Results of a Sur-
vey" by . Moss (Fall 1980, Vol. 10, No 3, p. 5).; (c) "Computing Uses in Higher Educa-
tion - Some nions!' by J.L. Moss (Fall 980, . 10),
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